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compatibility

Prove it yourself. Choose the editing controller that's best
for your needs. Then complete the editing system with
JVCs CR -850U ... compatible with virtually every editing
controller on the market.
A B roll editing. Single frame edits for animation. Cuts only editing for news or post -production. All with proven

reliability. speed. accuracy and picture quality you ve
come to expect.
So when it comes to state of the art editing. see what
the CR -850U can do for you. Ask your JVC Professional
Video Dealer to demonstrate it. For a catalog. call toll -free
1- 800-JVC -5825.

JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA. PROFESSIONAL VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION. 41 SLATER DRIVE, ELMWOOD PARK. NJ 07407

. 1987 JVC Company of Amenca
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The DYNAMAX family
of cartridge machines
New models, good looking, great listening
Thirty years of experience is working for you. In 1954, Fidelipac
invented the endless loop tape cartridge, and we've been in the business
ever since. We've focused our

experience to develop a complete
line of innovative, state -of- the-art
cartridge machines.
CTR100 Series
The ultimate cartridge machine. You
can intermix standard, high output,
mono, stereo, matrix and discrete
format cartridges using our Cartscan"
system. Even warn a jock to read
live tags or automatically turn on
external functions. Create special
effects with Vary Speed. Time carts
with ease, even in fast forward, with
our real time digital clock. Other
features include DC servo motor.
Blackout status display. Splice finder.
On -board diagnostics. SMPTE time
code compatibility. Phase correcting

matrix system. Optional Maxtrax®
format. And audio you'd never
expect from a cart machine.
CTR10 Series
Our idea of basic utility. 3 cue tones.
Automatic fast forward. Audio search.
Audio switcher and mixer. 1 kHz
defeat. Constant current recording.
Low voltage 2-inch air damped solenoid. Ball- bearing self aligning pressure roller. Azimuth independent
head bridge assembly. Superb audio.
CTR30 Series
A 3 -Deck that records. The recording
system is standard, and the complete
unit is priced below most play-only
3- decks. The CTR30 Series offers 3
cue tones, audio switcher and mixer,
and a constant current recording
system for the cleanest audio you'll
ever put on a cartridge.

ESD10 Eraser /Splice Detector
Cleanest erasure ever! Dual constant
current precision erase heads. No

heat generating, tape stretching
degaussing coils. Continuous duty
operation. Reliable, adjustment-free,
patented splice finding.
All you'll ever need
The inventor of the tape cartridge
has invented a complete family of
cartridge machines. Let our experience work for you. For more
information, contact Fidelipac or your
authorized DYNAMAX distributor.

DYNAMAX

BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY RDELPAC

Fidelipac Corporation C P.O. Box 808 D Moorestown, NJ 08057 U.SA D 809-235.3900 O TELEX: 710-897-0254 D Toll Free 800 -HOT TAPE

DYNAMAX products

are designed and manufactured in the U.S.A.
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It will blow you away.
It's the new Sony BVP 360 studio camera. And we're so confident
that it can outshoot any camera at any price, that we'll travel just about
anywhere to prove it.
It packs advanced Sony 2/3" Mixed Field tubes, advanced signal
processing and advanced F1.2 optics to make pictures that can only be

described as -well- advanced.
It has a sleek profile and a low center of gravity so it moves smooth.

Have gun.
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Automatic set -up and alignments. And it works with Tiax
or Multicore. Or just plain stands alone.
But one of its most versatile features isn't a feature.
It's the weight. At 60 pounds the BVP 360 is more than a
great studio camera, it's a great field camera too.
1b find out more (and there's a lot more you'll want
to know) contact your Sony Broadcast representative. Or
call Sony at (201) 833 -5231.
!. \rte

SONY

Will travel.
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No more halftime

headaches..:"

I

"This new Telex headset is so light and comfortable
can finally leave my aspirin home. And, my engineer
says sound great!"
I

.

Charles

_

Lenz, Jr.

C.

James A. Llppke

The newest Telex "Sportscaster"
boom mic headset has the pros
in the broadcast booth talking.
NEW
Good news about the model
TELEX
PH -24 is spreading quickly
SPORTSCASTER
among veteran sports
PH -24
announcers like network
television sports annóuncer
Charlie Jones. Imagine,
a professional broadcast
headset with full studio quality, electret condenser
microphone and optimum
earphone receiver performance
weighing a mere 21/2 oz. (less cord).

Includes
effective windscreen
and push -to-cough switch.
For complete information
about this and other
professional headsets
from Telex, write to
Telex Communications,
Inc., 9600 Aldrich Avenue
South, Minneapolis,
MN 55420. For quick
information, call toll free

Tim Wetmore

800 -328 -3771

Mark E. Battersby

or in Minnesota
call (612) 887 -5550.
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The world's smallest

wireless system.
And 2 ways to talk to it.
At Camera Mart.
Sennheiser sets new
standards for compact
portable wireless equipment:
pro performance from two
units no bigger than a king size cigarette pack, and a
hand -held mike that weighs
just a few ounces more.
Specifically designed for
use with carrier frequencies
ranging from 947 -952 MHz,
the three units are particularly
well- suited for film, TV and
sound -reinforcement
applications.
All three feature crystal
oscillators, recessed controls,
battery condition LED
indicator, HyDyn° compressori
expander circuitry and sturdy
metal construction.

Sennheiser SK-2012 TVH
Wireless Pocket Transmitter.

SENNHEISER SK -2012 TVH
WIRELESS POCKET TRANSMITTER.
Available in UHF and VHF models
46 dB input pad defeatable limiter.
SENNHEISER EK -2012 TVH BODY
PAC WIRELESS PORTABLE RECEIVER.
Two channel capability (one std.)
adjustable audio level adjustable squelch
SENNHEISER SKM -4031 TVH
WIRELESS TRANSMITTER. For use
with UHF and VHF frequencies
10 dB sensitivity pad wide screen
removable for cleaning.

Sennheiser EK -2012 TVH Body
Pac Wireless Portable Receiver.

Sennheiser SKM -4031
TVH Wireless Transmitter.

The more you know about audio, the more you can
rely on Camera Mart.

Camera Mart. Inc.

The
SALES
Headquarters New York
456 West 55th Street. New York 10019
(212) 757 -6977
Telex

SERVICE

Upstate. Central N.Y.
305 Vine Street, Liverpool, N Y 13088
(315) 4573703 FAX (315) 4573795

RENTAL

California

Indiana

1900 W Burbank Blvd., Burbank

825 Royal Avenue, Evansville,
Ind 47715 (812) 476 -6327

CA

91506 (818) 843-6644

275619 FAX (212) 582 -2498

1
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There's a new gun in town. A highly automated, cutting edge
studio camera called the Sony BVP -360. In shootouts, it's fast
earning a reputation as a giant killer. Because it makes razor-sharp
pictures that other cameras can't seem to beat.
For ammunition, it uses the remarkable Sony 2/3" Mixed Field
tube. A result of Sony's industry -leading research in High Definition
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Video Systems. A tube that delivers superior resolution, registration, and signal -to -noise ratios for the

best picture quality in history.
For a look at the BVP -360, or better, a thorough
evaluation, or better yet, an all -out shootout, contact you
Sony Broadcast representative. Or call Sony at (201) 833 -5231.

SONY

www.americanradiohistory.com

Hau you heard the news
about e Grass Valley Group
1680 Sef es Production Switchers?
You never will unless you call

or end the coupon below to your local
Grass Valley Group distributor
or sales representative today.

Grass Valley Group'"
\
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STRENGTH YOU CAN RELY ON
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II
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'

PHONE

Mail to: Grass

Malley Group, P.O. Box
Dept. 1680, Grass Valley,
CA 95945 or your local Grass Valley Group distributor.
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ditorial

The Look of '87
"It appears that 1987

will be a year of

recovery, though
modest, and that the
new Congress will
take notice of many
important issues."

Having just come off a relatively slow year for the broadcast
industry, most of us are looking to the upcoming year with a sense of
reservation. Of course, there is a great deal of excitement around as
broadcasters prepare for new challenges, along with the new
Congress and the FCC beginning to address the political and legal
issues that will affect our industry.
In this issue we have included the results of our industry survey,
and we have found that the excitement is justified. It appears that
1987 will be a year of recovery, though modest, and that the new
Congress will take notice of many important issues. The FCC, too,
must address concerns such as must-carry and the recently
resurrected difficulties with compulsory license.
There are, of course, many other issues at hand, but the positive
note on which 1987 will start should help the industry rally to a
strong beginning. If any of our respondents are to be believed,
budgets are up, equipment will be bought, and new and innovative
programming is predicted; all of this from the mouths of the
broadcasters themselves. Yes, it looks as though, after last year's
rather depressing year, the new one will be better.
So, take the time to look over our Survey of Industry Needs, see if
your plans coincide with those of your colleagues, and let us know
how you feel. After getting the good word from our detailed charts
and graphs, go out and make it happen.
We would like to take this time to thank our loyal readers for
participating in the many projects sponsored by BM/E. Beyond the
survey, we send many questionnaires, and the reponse from the
industry is very rewarding. In this vein, time is running out for you
to mail in your votes from December's Best Station and Facility
Design Competition. Reward the people who work hard to make this
an innovative business to work in. Vote!

Tim Wetmore

Editor

10
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With a total commitment to the
broadcast industry providing:
The latest in UHF and VHF

transmitter technology
Maintenance service
24 hours a day
Site Analysis Installation and
Field Engineering

Retrofit evaluation and
installation
Worldwide experience,
personalized and responsive
to your individual needs

---

COMARK COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
an affiliate of 0: Thomson-CSF

IN

- - - - - - - - --

Route 309 & Advance Lane, Colmar, PA 18915
Telex: 846075
(215) 822 -0777
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Studer A820, A812 and A810 recorders are at the leading edge of microprocessor control technology. The

common design goal: unprecedented transport
quickness, sonic accuracy, and production flexibility.
Concept - It began with the A810. Utilizing
innovative microprocessor control networks, Studer
engineers developed the first "computer age" recorder
based on a total systems integration concept.
A New

Extended further in the A812 and A820, this concept
is now revolutionizing production and maintenance
procedures in studios all around the world.

Programmable for Your Production - The old approach to recorder design had one button for one fixed
operating feature. Then Studer opened a whole new
realm of flexibility by making a variety of features user
programmable. Greater operating flexibility was easily
achieved without extra options or costly custom
modifications.

Studer pioneered this concept, and today no other
recorder line comes close. On the A820 and A812, for
example, over forty different features can be programmed and assigned to any panel button. Even highly
specialized production demands are easily accommodated. For example, three different sequences for
start locate and rollback are available.
Essentially, every button on a Studer does something you want it to do.

-

Faster Set -Up Studer was also the first to offer digital setting and storage of audio alignment parameters.
Alignment parameters are keyed directly into the ma-

tuder:
Leading Edge

www.americanradiohistory.com

chine or transferred via serial interface from an outboard computer. Non -volatile memory holds data for
two tape formulations at all four speeds.

A812: Mid -Sized and Sophisticated - An all -new
transport with 121/2" reel capacity, the A812 offers the
same operating system software as the A820.

Interchangeable Cards - All three recorders share the
same new generation of plug -in audio circuit boards.
Noise and distortion specifications are significantly
better than designs from just a few years back. Advanced phase compensation improves high frequency
dynamics. And both transformer and transformerless
inputs and outputs are available.

A810: The Compact Pioneer - Though the smallest
and lowest -priced of the three, the A810 offers the
same uncompromising audio performance. Available
in console, rack mount, or portable versions.

Systems Smart- For complex audio /video / film production systems, available options include center track
time code, serial data bus, and special FM pilot and
Neopilot versions.
A820: Ultimate Mastering - The fastest, smoothest,
most "intelligent" tape transport ever made. Period.
Available in 1/4" or 1/2" two -track versions.

Bring Your Production to the Leading Edge - For
more information on the new generation of Studer
recorders, please call your nearest Studer office.

STUDER

z

STUDER REVOX AMERICA, INC.
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210, (615) 254 -5651
Offices: Los Angeles (818) 780-4234 /New York (212) 244 -4462/
Chicago (312) 526- 1660/Dallas (214) 943-2239
San Francisco (415) 930 -9866
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Technolo

Industry News
Panel Examines

Employment

Television and film craft unions
must make a concerted effort to
retrain their members to work
with new technologies, according
to a panel of experts at last December's Convergence II forum, in
Montreal.
"Technology and the Changing
Workplace: Labor Relations in
Film and TV" was one of many
seminars at Convergence II, a
four -day conference on the impact
of film and television. The seminar was moderated by Peter
Broderick, a U.S. labor relations
consultant, and included panelists Rinker Buck, senior editor of
Channels magazine; Paul Siren,
of the Association of Canadian
Television and Radio Artists
(ACTRA); and Elizabeth Stanley,
a Los Angeles -based labor -relations expert who has specialized
in retraining film cameramen for
video.

"Job security is dead," said
Buck. "The unions are really negotiating who gets the new jobs,
not who keeps the old ones."
Buck also stated that advances
in technology are as much an
opportunity for organized labor as
they are a crisis for them. "The
networks decided to do an end run
around the unions," said Buck,
pointing out that large employers,
such as CBS, are contracting out
for computer graphics specialists
for use during the elections. "Is
the union foresightful enough to
see that those jobs come under

their jurisdiction? I think they are

being passed by."
Siren agreed, saying that history has shown that unions resisting change get left behind. He
suggested that fragmentation of
the industries' many crafts made
adaptation difficult.
"An attempt to bring about a
unification of a number of crafts,
skills, and disciplines to cope with
change is the best possible way,"
said Siren.
"The big question is whether
the unions can make the changes
needed quickly enough," said
Stanley. If not, she feels unions
"will become marginalized."
Broderick said that the in14

BM /E

HDTV (high- definition television) demonstrations at the FCC, in
Washington, D.C., last month compared standard NTSC video with that
of HDTV technology. Earlier, on December 5, 1986, television history
was made when HDTV was broadcast over standard UHF TV channels
for the first time. The transmission, from a special antenna on an auxiliary tower at Washington TV station WUSA, was received on an HDTV
monitor at the NAB's Science and Technology office.
These experimental broadcasts were sponsored by the NAB and the
Association of Maximum Service Telecasters, with equipment supplied
by numerous companies, including Micro Communications, ITS,
Toshiba, and the Japan Broadcasting Corporation (NHK), developer of
the 1,125 -line HDTV system.
Following the NAB's preliminary test, HDTV screens were set up at
FCC headquarters on January 7, in the commissioners' meeting room
(above). These well- attended demonstrations featured HDTV video
taken by NHK of the 1984 Summer Olympics, WETA -TV footage shot
and edited on Sony equipment, and Rank -Cintel video transfers of ex-

cerpts from major motion pictures.
Strong interest in HDTV by broadcasters is based not only on the
technology's superior resolution, wide screen, and digital stereo
sound, but also because of speculation that the cable, videocassette,
and -eventually-DBS portions of the television market may make use
of HDTV in the next few years.
HDTV is made possible by an NHK- developed bandwidth compression system, named Muse. Originally invented for use with DBS, Muse
converts a 30 MHz -wide analog signal to digital form, compressing it
to 8.1 MHz for broadcast. Because NTSC channels are 6 MHz wide, two
UHF channels are needed to transmit HDTV. For this reason, the NAB is
concerned about an FCC proposal to reallocate part of the UHF -TV
spectrum for land mobile radio users. The NAB argues that land mobile spectrum space could be more efficiently used if it employed single sideband, instead of FM.
Further HDTV demonstrations, at the Russell Senate Office Building
and other locations in Washington, followed those at the FCC.

creased use of computers for
editing and location management, and the trend toward producing outside of Los Angeles and
New York, furthur complicates
the issue. But, in his view, the loss
of jobs remains one of the union
members chief concerns.
"Wages and job security are
still priorities," he said. "Keeping
up with the new technology is not
as hot for the rank and file."

FEBRUARY 1987
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In Siren's view, reluctance of
some union members to retrain
may be a matter of pride. "There's
a tremendous fear that you'll look
like you can't cope with all the
new things being thrown at you,"
he observed. He added that lost

jobs and union frustrations may
result in a political reaction.
"Communities are devastated
along with the individuals who
lose jobs," said Stanley. She cited

With the antenna
that works!
In Brownsville,
In Seattle,
In Miami,

Everywhere!

Midwest combines its mobile production unit experience with the
latest antenna technology to bring
you the S-23, a satellite news vehicle
that enables you to uplink a story
from virtually anywhere.
The S-23 incorporates a Vertex 2.6M
antenna with 50db gain into a unit
that is spacious enough for full production capability, yet has excellent
weight distribution and a wide GVW
safety margin.
An integral deployment and posi-

tioning system ensures antenna

accuracy. even in heavy weather.
You can choose from a variety of
equipment configurations and several domestic and foreign chassis
models.
Call for specifications and antenna
patterns on the S-23, S -18, S-1 Flyaway or any of our mobile satellite
news systems.
The Midwest S -23. The mobile satellite news system that works.
Everywhere.
2.6M Vertex Antenna
>50db Gain at 14.25 GHz
>35db Cross Polar Isolation
Meets 29- 251og0 FCC 2° Spacing Curves

Communications Corp.
One Sperti Drive
Edgewood, ICY 41017
606 -331 -8990
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Industry News
California as an example, saying
that each job lost in the TV and
film industries there affects seven
other jobs in various economic
sectors.

Two Eye NBC Stations
Now that the deal for merging
NBC's radio stations with Westinghouse's Group W stations has
fallen through, Group W is still
one of two companies reportedly

interested in buying the NBC radio O &Os outright. In addition to
Group W, Westwood One is said to
be looking at the NBC stations in
a desire to pair another network
with the Mutual Network, which
Westwood One purchased a few
years ago. Westwood One recently
purchased the radio trade publication Radio & Records from HarteHanks.
But Group W may have the

edge in this impending purchase.
During the merger talks, Westinghouse reportedly developed a
good rapport with NBC, even

though a final agreement was
never reached.
NBC is being forced to sell its
radio O &Os in five cities as a result of the GE takeover and prohibitions against cross -ownership.
The network is looking for a way
to sell the stations without having
to dismantle its three radio networks, which the stations have
been carrying.
RF Regulations Sought
As part of the NAB's continuing
support for the establishment of
nationwide regulations for human exposure to broadcast RF en-

At Stainless, Inc., before we begin designing a
tower, we take into consideration equipment

loading specifications, unique terrain conditions
and any other requirements that would dictate
special design criteria. Only after we've
thoroughly analyzed your specifications do we
begin engineering and constructing a top quality
Stainless tower.
As a result of our high standards, we've been
commissioned to design and build more than
6,500 towers of all heights and sizes worldwide.
We've conquered all types of building challenges.
And we've been doing it for 40 years.

Ctaínless, inc.
North Wales,

PA

USA 19454

Phone: (215) 699-4871 Telex: 510 -661-8097

Now celebrating our 40th Anniversary.
See us at NAB, booth #2735.
Circle 108 on Reader Service Card
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ergy, the association will present
a two -hour workshop on the topic
on Sunday, March 29, during its
annual convention, in Dallas.
On the following day, Thomas
Vaughan, president of Micro
Communications, will present a
paper titled "Measuring and Managing RF Radiation Exposure on
Broadcast Towers." The paper, an
updated version of one Mr.
Vaughan gave at Radio '86, will
be one of several to be presented
on the environmental concerns of
broadcasters.
"The absence of a federal standard governing RF radiation fre-

quently means that broadcasters
must get clearance from local zon-

ing commissions," comments
Ralph H. Justus, staff engineer of
the NAB's department of science
and technology. "These local ordinances are growing at an alarming rate, often without the benefit
of scientific studies. One TV station in the Pacific Northwest
spent $2.5 million in trying to
clear its tower with the local zoning commission. Such cases are
being repeated all over the
country."
The NAB has called upon the
Environmental Protection Agency to adopt federal RF guidelines set by the American Na-

tional Standards Institute
(ANSI). Such guidelines would
also be recognized at the state and
local level. The FCC has already
chosen the ANSI standards as in-
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Lenco's New 600 System
Audio Distribution Components
Put All The Right Stuff Together..
Any Way You Want It!

.

Intermodulation Distortion < .004%
Lenco's new 600 System audio cornTotal Harmonic Distortion < .006%
ponents bring a new standard of
up to 24 dBm
performance to the field of audio /
Finally. our design engineers have
video distribution equipment. But
taken extreme caution using ground that's not the only reason why you'll
want to specify the Lenco 600 System ing and shielding to minimize
crosstalk.
for your next purchase.
SUSTAINED SUPPORT SERVICE
UNMATCHED VERSATILITY
If You should experience a problem
Mix Lenco Audio and Video Distriwith any Lenco component. we can
bution Equipment to suit your needs.
supply a loan replacement from our
Virtually all Lenco distribution cornfactory... Fast. usually within 24
ponents fit the 600 System Main
Frame. And you can mix audio / video hours. It's just one more reason why.
when you need "the right stuff' for
in almost any combination in the
your audio or video operation. your
unique 9 cell frame. You're not
first choice should be The Profeslimited to a 50/50 maximum video sionals Choice ... Lenco.
to -audio mix. Engineers will also
For complete technical information
appreciate our innovative frame and
module design which ensures ease of on Lenco 's New 600 System Compo- ßíi
nents and the full line of quality
installation and maintenance
Lenco distribution equipment.
ENGINEERED FOR PERFORMANCE Call
Toll free: 1-800-325-8494.
Lenco 600 System components are
built to the toughest standards in the
industry, and engineered to assure
unmatched performance with specifications such as:
S/N 105 dBv
Common Mode
Rejection 70 dB
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St.
P.O.
348
Jackson,
MO 63755
1-314- 243 -3147
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industry News
terim guidelines for RF radiation.
In addition to the paper and
workshop at this year's NAB, the
association plans to hold regional
seminars over the next two years,
prior to license renewal dates, to
acquaint stations with compliance to RF regulations. It has yet
to be decided whether these seminars will be held on -site or conducted as teleconferences.

Dolby SR Passes
Listener Test
In what was billed as the first
wholly impartial listening test for
Dolby SR (spectral recording),

-a

-

Digital Dispatch
California based equipment rental house
assembled audio engineers, producers, and technicians at their
booth during November's AES
convention and played them four
recordings of a jazz combo consisting of piano, electric bass,
electric guitar, and drums. The recordings had been done live -and
simultaneously-onto four two-

track machines.
The recorders were: a Mitsubishi X -80 digital, a Sony PCM3203 digital, a Sony BVU-

850SP/PCM

1630

digital

processor, and a five-year -old analog Ampex with the new Dolby SR
(spectral recording) card.
A total of 162 listeners took the
test, and were then polled by Digital Dispatch for their preferences.
Of those who participated, 82
identified themselves as audio engineers, 20 as engineer/producers,
13 as artist /engineers or artist/
engineer/producers, 8 simply as
producers, 8 as working in video
facilities, 4 manufacturers, 3 artists, and 24 others.
Of the participants, 72 (44 percent) preferred the sound of the
five-year old Ampex recorder with
Dolby SR; 29 listeners (18 percent) preferred the Sony DASH;
26 people (16 percent) liked the
Sony 1630; and 14 others (nine
percent) liked the Mistubishi X80. The remainder of the listeners

Gum

-

preferred some combination of the
four, with the greatest chunk
13-choosing the Ampex with SR
and one of the digital machines,
while six expressed no preference.
Comments on the Dolby SR included "natural sounding," "open
sounding," "least harsh on highs,"
"transparent sound," "best definition of highs," and "more natural
lows."
Those who preferred the Sony
DASH citied "punchy" sound,

clarity of sound, and good
transients; the ones who liked the
Sony 1630 mentioned clearer
transients, cleaness, fuller sound;
and those who liked the Mitsubishi cited a clean edge on highs,
good overall smoothness, good de-

tail, and less coloration.
The test was by no means scientific, and its conclusions are open
to interpretation. Digital Dispatch conducted the listening test
without the participation of the
manufactuers of the equipment
involved.

Advancing technologies can move at
such a rate a new product may blur
by without offering the true explanation of why it was developed in the
first place.
Quite simply the new GLM is a

superior studio quality microphone
that incorporates all the benefits
of its larger more conventional
predecessors.
Crown technology has always
ignored the conventions of new

product development and recognized
no limits in achieving the ultimate
in professional quality.
See your nearest Crown dealer. Find
out how this incredibly small microphone achieves such a high level
of performance.
Crown International, Inc., (219) 29--8000
1718 Mr. Mishawaka Rd., Elkhart, IN t6517

Ocrown
Circle 110 on Reader Service Card
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AflIOUIICIftG A TAPE SO ADVANCED,
IT DEAMDED A MEW
OF VIDEO EUUIPIY1E

3.7

FUJI'S NEW M401 Mil

1/2 -INCH

METAL VIDEOTAPE.

Fuji introduces the world's first 1/2-inch metal videotape, Fuji M401. M401 technology
is so advanced, it's taken three years for the broadcast world to develop a compatible system

of video equipment.
With M401, your picture quality is comparable to 1-inch tape at considerably less cost.
You also get a tape that can withstand the rigors of the broadcast environment, in the
editing room as well as in the field.
And if the idea of metal videotape surprises you, the fact that it's from Fuji shouldn't.
We've been making breakthroughs in broadcast technology for more than 25 years.
So ask your Fuji representative abolit the tape
PROFESSIONAL
the world has finally caught up with. Fuji M401.
VIDEOTAPE

Fu

L

1987 Foh

Photo film U.S.A. Inc.. Magneto Product* (Av., 565 Tyler Rd.. EIm&Ord. NY 10523
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Panasonicbrings you M-Il.
The broadcast recording system our
competition can't seem to duplicate.
---:
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an s oot, edit
and broadcast with 1" quality
on 1/2" cassettes.
r

-

When it comes to broadcast systems, it appears
our competition has been erased. Because no
other format can match the spectacular performance of M -11 from Panasonic.
With M -11's metal particle tape system, you can
use the same compact 90- or pocket -size 20 -minute cassette from ENG, EFP right through editing to
on -air broadcast. With 4.5MHz bandwidth (-3dB),
50dB S/N and burst signal insertion for phase
alignment and jitter correction, M -II is the single
solution to all your broadcast needs.
In fact, each unit in the M -II line offers some
pretty uncommon common features like four audio
tracks (two linear and two FM), an integral longitudinal and vertical interval time code /time date
generator with presettable user bits and Dolby' -C
noise reduction. And M -II products utilize a
standard edit control interface, so you can
upgrade gradually if you like.
AU -650 Studio VCR. This compact,
rack- mountable VCR has all the advantages and functions of
conventional recorders with

the benefit of the M -II format. The AU -650 provides
video and audio performance as good as
not
better than -that of 1" VTRs. In a '/2" cassette format
that lends itself to station automation. It records and
plays either 90- or 20- minute cassettes, and provides smooth action, variable slow motion as well as
freeze frame. And the AU-650 can perform frame -

-if

accurate automatic editing with multi -generation
transparency. There's also an internal TBC to assure
on -air quality playback.
AU -500 Field Recorder. The AU -500 offers the portability and functions demanded by ENG/EFP users,
while providing picture quality comparable to 1
all on either a 90- or 20- minute cassette. This small,
ruggedly designed unit is equipped with confidence
field color playback, automatic backspace editing,
TBC /DOC connection, search function and warning
indicators that alert the operator should recording
problems arise and the AU -500 accommodates
NTSC composite or various component input signals.
The AU -400 Camera Recorder. This lightweight,
compact camera recorder provides ENG users with
more than 20 minutes of recording, and a picture
quality that rivals that of 1" VTRs. The AU -400 also
features B/ W video confidence playback through the
camera's viewfinder, a chroma confidence indicator
and audio confidence output through a speaker.
There's even an automatic backspace editing function and warning indicators. And
the AU-400's rugged construction provides
excellent resistance to dust and moisture.
M -II, it's the only broadcast system of
its type in the industry. And it's available
now. Two of the best reasons to go with
M-II from Panasonic.

"-

i;

To get the complete picture, call or
write Panasonic Broadcast Systems
Company, One Panasonic Way,
Secaucus, NJ 07094. (201) 348 -7671.

THE NEW STANDARD
FOR BROADCAST.

Circle 112 on Reader Service Card
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By Brian McKernan

Video

has never had it so

good. An unprecedented
variety of sophisticated
equipment is available to television stations today to edit, enhance, and embellish the elec-

tronic image.
How much of this equipment a
given station has depends on
many factors, chief among them
being the size of the market
22
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Tools
Although no two television stations are alike,
the essentials of teleproduction are the same
everywhere.
served. There are, however, cer-

tain basic tools necessary for
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video production that are common
to all facilities, regardless of how
big they are or how much they can
spend. Whether a station is a network O &O or a small independent, video production will always
involve the acquisition, control,
storage, and monitoring of images. State of the art or secondhand, the tools to perform these

basic tasks consist of, respec-

TV
tively, the camera, production
switcher, VTR, and monitor.

A policy of economy

"I built two other television stations previously, and so have
learned from experience," states
James U. Lavenstein, president
and general manager of KOKITV, in Tulsa, OK. "And that experience says that the less money
you put into plant and equipment,
the sooner you are profitable."
KOKI -TV, channel 23, is
a six -year-old independent in a market dominated
by three long -established

network affiliates. Tulsa

IADI No. 52) also has four

other independent stations,

and a PBS affiliate. "We went
`Cadillac class' when we bought

our transmitter and tower,"

Lavenstein explains. "It's all
state -of-the-art equipment. Building that part of the operation is
like getting married; once you do
it, it's not so easy to undo. But as
for our production and studio
equipment, most of that we
bought used. That's easier to replace. In terms of that equipment,
we're driving Chevrolets and not
Cadillacs.
"I know of many newer UHF
stations that have gotten themselves in trouble because they've
spent more than they can reasonably afford on getting the latest
equipment. We buy used, and
have searched all over North
America to find bargains and
quality. As a result we were out of
the red in two years."

In search

of...

The task of locating good, used
studio cameras for KOKI meant

Engineering & Production
cameras to the Southern Baptist
Convention, in Fort Worth, TX.
Chief engineer Robert Hardie and
I flew down to inspect their old
cameras, and we were given a
demonstration.
"The cameras -Philips LDK
25s -were used, literally, once a
week by the church group. They
were well maintained, with beautiful Canon 18 to 1 lenses, fully
servoed with 1.5 and 2 X extenders on them. You always have to
ask yourself `Why is the item up
for sale?' If the engineer hedges in
his answer you can easily read between the lines. I tested the LDK
25s and saw that there was nothing wrong with them. Then we returned to Tulsa and began
Lnegotiatiating to buy them."
KOKI -TV's purchase of its studio cameras reflect a trend in
technology that's beneficial to the
buyer of used equipment: advances in what is considered to be
the state of the art at any given
time are so rapid now that "used"
need not mean ancient.
Studio production at KOKI consists of a weekly 30- minute public
affairs program and ten 90- second
news updates every day. "We
don't even attempt to go head -tohead with the network affiliates
in terms of news," says
Lavenstein. "But what we are involved in heavily is producing
commercials. There are many local advertisers who can't afford to
do agency spots, so the 12 people
in our production department are,
in effect, an in -house ad
agency."

businesses the ability to get on
the air, and in that sense compete
with the big national accounts,"
Butler says, adding that KOKI
has an Ikegami 79E and a Sony
BVU -110 for those times when
making a commercial calls for
EFP. Back in the studio, 'A-inch is
bumped up to one -inch for editing
and post -production.
"For this we have two Ampex
2B type C VTRs," Butler explains.
"We bought them used from
Ampex in Redwood City, CA. We
made quite a deal on them.
Ampex had used them as trouble
machines to try to duplicate problems customers reported. For all
practical purposes, they were
brand -new. Like the Philips studio cameras, the VTRs were
bought through salesmen we've
known for years."
Finding the right cameras and
VTRs for KOKI when it went on
the air six years ago meant extensive travel in the U.S. and Canada
by Butler and Hardie. "Most
things we found through our own
diligence," Butler recalls. Before
long these searches gave KOKI
the reputation of being one of the
many stations looking for quality
used equipment. They also relied
on companies such as System Associates, in Culver City, CA,
which keeps prospective buyers
informed with brochures on
what's available,
and where.

"We gave

small

relying on longstanding relationships with sales representatives of
major manufacturers. Production
manager Wes Butler explains:
"After a while you develop a
network of contacts that you can
trust. It's a matter of cultivating
good friends in the industry that
you respect, and that respect you.
They may have sold the used item
when it was new, and /or the item
that replaced it. Our local Philips
representative tipped us off that
he had just sold four new studio

Careful

shopping netted
KOKI -TV four like- new
Philips LDK 25 studio cameras.
with Canon 18:1 lenses.
BM /E
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Butler and Hardie's travels also
located three two -inch Ampex
2000Bs, which -like the one -inch
machines, were purchased from
Ampex directly. The quad VTRs
are used to record satellite-delivered syndicated programming.
"Preventive maintenance gets
greater emphasis when you buy
used equipment," comments Butler. "Even new equipment needs
to be maintained, but it's especially important in keeping used
equipment running."

What's new

Outfitting KOKI with the basics of video production also included the purchase of new equipment. The station bought 15
%, -inch
VCRs for a variety of
chores, including commercial and
program playback, protection for
the two- and one -inch VTRs, and
editing. Models include the Sony
VP -5000, VO -5800, and VO5850-all of which are industrial
machines.
"A television station must always measure what it can buy in
terms of its expenses and income,"
says Butler. "You learn to survive
in different ways. For us this
means industrial VCRs, which
are adequate for our needs. We
bought them new because used industrial machines are usually too
beat up.
"Our production switcher is a
small, stripped -down model. It's
too small to modify, and has no
downstream keyer or auto transition. When we're ready to replace
it we won't be getting a used

model. That's because the
switcher market is very competi-

tive today. You can get a great
deal on a new production switcher
if you shop around. The switcher
is a vital part of your work, and it
determines your whole on -air
look."

Monitors at KOKI were also
purchased new. "Everything that
goes out of the station is set with
an Ikegami high-resolution monitor. You want to get the very best
indication you can of what you're
putting out." Other monitors at
KOKI include models by
Panasonic and Videotek.
"There is, of course, an enor24
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mous advantage to using brand
new equipment," says Butler, concerning KOKI's policy of acquiring new and used tools for production. "It does take us longer to do
things with used equipment. But
not having everything state of the
art makes us use our imagination
a little more. You can use the simplest things and still have wonderful communication. If a commercial doesn't work for a client
it's still no good, regardless of
whether it was produced with the
latest equipment or not."
"We do 20 percent of the dollars
in our market, according to
Broadcast Advertising Reports,"

comments Lavenstein. "Our

equipment acquisition philosophy
is -for us
successful one."

-a

Serving the market

paper bag, so to speak, for local
direct accounts. Local advertisers
occasionally have great expectations about what their ads should
look like because of the national
ads they've seen on TV. They may
have caviar tastes and sardine
budgets. But we can do a good job
for them, and produce spots the
networks would run. And do it
cheaply.
"We've found that if you make a
commercial for a client, he'll also
buy more time from you than he
will from anyone else. You develop a deeper relationship with
him because you deal with the client in a way that's not entirely
sales- oriented."
To serve the mix of large corporations and small advertisers in their area,
KBCI -TV

As indicated by the case of
KOKI -TV, what and how

much any given station has in the way of

-

essential video production equipment

cameras, production
switchers, VTRs, and
monitors -depends in
large measure on the
characteristics of the
market and the station's
situation within it.
Boise, ID, is a mid -size
but affluent market (ADI
No. 136) and the home of
several major corporations,
including Boise Cascade,
Morrison -Knudsen, and Ore Ida. KBCI -TV, the CBS affiliate there, reports that it is currently building the largest
production facility in the state
to see that these and other companies don't have to go to Salt Lake
City, Seattle, or Portland for their
video production needs.
"Most of them want training
films, and the local direct accounts and agencies want glitzy
effects," explains Tim Bever,
KBCI's general manager. "Production at television stations can
sometimes be analogous to paper
bags in a grocery store, just something to put the groceries in, a necessity for doing business. But we
look at production as a source of
income. We want to enhance the
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Master control
at KOKI -TV, in Tulsa,
OK. Industrial U -matic VCRs were chosen to handle many of the video requirements of this economy- minded
statio

has established an autonomous
retail production division, which
they have named The Production
Zone. "We wanted a marketable
name, something to set it apart
from the station," Bever explains.
The Production Zone concentrates solely on the needs of the

client, producing commercials
and industrials. The news department has a separate production
division, which allows its members to concentrate on news and
public affairs exclusively.

That describes Utah Scientific's new SMC -1
Machine Control System. Using our DYNABUS'
High Speed Data Network, it operates at over 50
times the speed of "ES BUS" systems and
interfaces to a wide variety of machines
parallel, "Sony Serial," ES BUS, etc. *4

-

,,

41,

SMC-1 control panels are modular, allowin .i
you to mix fifteen -function, ten -function,
dual five -function modules. They are also selfassigning so that modules can select any
machine by entering the machine name in the

and__,_

display window.
Machine delegation is also provided. It allows
the operator to restrict control of a machine to a
single control area or to multiple areas.
Perhaps
feature is the
intrinsic system reliability provided by the
DYNABUS network. With fail -safe bus connections and extensive self- diagnostics, and with no
processor as a potential failure point, it
matched for safe, dependable control.

tral

Call or write today for more information on the
new SMC -1 Machine Control System.

1111111111111
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USER INTERFACE AND SYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC

UTAH SCIE/7TIF/C, //7C.

See us at NAB

Dynatech Booth

DYNATECH Broadcast Group

3128
Circle 113 on Reader Service Card

1685 West 2200 South, Salt Lake City, Utah 84119
(801) 973 -6840 Toll Free 1- 800 -453 -8782
TLX: 269 -916 FAX: 8019730255
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BEAUTY
Classic beauty is unmistakable. You know it when you

see it.
Like the beauty you get
with Ampex 196. Clean, clear

pictures that capture every

sparkling moment of your
production.
No other video tape
delivers such consistent low dropout performance. Or such
dynamic picture quality.
By focusing on critical dropouts, especially in the area
not compensated for by your
VTR, we developed a video
tape you can rely on for all
your applications.
The secret behind our
success is Ampex Process
Management. APM is a unique
manufacturing concept
enabling us to control the
consistency of the entire production process. From raw
materials to finished products.
So you always get the
cleanest, sharpest pictures time
after time, reel after reel,
carton after carton.That's why
top professionals around the
world specify Ampex 196.
If you'd like to know more
about how APM contributes
to beautiful pictures, call or
write Ampex today for a
free brochure.

AMPEX
Circle 114 on Reader Service Card
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Ampex Corpor..
401 Broadway.

-

-

c Tope Divmon,
y. CA 94063, 415/367.3809.
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TV Basics

The Production Zone, at KBCI -TV, in
Boise, ID, relies on one -inch VTRs for
commercial and indus-

trial teleproduction.

tician on the run," Bever says.
Local news at KBCI airs twice
daily for 30 minutes, and there's
also a 30- minute public -affairs
talk show every Sunday. U-matie
is the current format
used for ENG at the
station, but half-inch
Sony Beta looms large
on KBCI's horizon.
"Half-inch for news
is a competitive thing,"

says Bever. "The station
that's number one in
news is usually number
one, period. Betacam is
great for news because
it's lightweight and gives

high -quality pictures. The
new half -inch editing
equipment is faster than
what we've been using, and
the tapes are cheaper than
'% -inch tapes. We're definitely committed to halfinch for news.
"The CCD cameras turn us
on as well. They're light and
can take a beating. We've

Choices
KBCI -TV is one of many television stations to establish its own

independent production facility,
teleproduction being a logical extension of station business. This
commitment requires decision
making, however, in terms of
choosing the basic equipment to
do the job.
"We are very happy with one inch for our production format,"
Bever explains. "You can store a
ton of footage on a reel, it's very
clean, durable, and the heads
don't wear out. We have seven
Sony one -inch machines. Three
are dedicated to network delay because CBS doesn't have a Mountain time zone feed. The Sony
time code editor is designed for
our Type C VTRs, so that works
out well, too. Type C has a great
future with us for production."
News, however, is another
story. "One-inch is fine for EFP
because you're not in a hurry like
you are in news. But it's no good
for chasing an escaped convict
through the woods, and you can't
lug a 40 -pound portable Type C
VTR up the stairs to follow a poli-

asked other stations that have
them how they like them, and
CBS has given us guidance, too.
Our engineers have about 80 percent of the decision on what brand
we'll pick. Their basic questions
are always: `Can you fix it? Is it
tough? Will it last ?' "
In the interim, the KBCI -TV
news department relies on its
seven Sony and JVC ENG cameras and Sony VO -6800 recorders.
"The equipment is dependable,
easy to work on, and you can get
parts. Sony and JVC are committed to the Boise area, so service is
never a problem," says Bever. "It's
workhorse equipment, and we've
had it for a while. We'll put extra
repair and maintenance into it for
another year to keep it all in
working order, but next year we
will make a capital expenditure of
a half-million dollars on the halfinch equipment.
"Right now we're debating
whether to go with integrated operation for our cameras. How stable
are camcorders on a tripod? If your
camcorder dies would you want to
take it apart in the field? It's easier
to connect a separate recorder if
that happens," Bever reflects.

KBCI -TV is also considering using their existing cameras with
Beta field recorders in order to delay the changeover to new CCD
cameras. "That way we can phase
the new cameras in gradually,
and it's a financial break," Bever

says.

Specially

adapted

umbilicals would be used to connect the existing cameras to new
Beta VCRs.
CCD studio cameras also interest KBCI -TV as a possible future
replacement for their two existing
RCA TK76s. "They were state of
the art when we purchased them
eight years ago," says Bever.
"Now they're obsolete, the pedestals are a little tired, and we just
re -tubed them for more money
than they're worth." The station
also has a Sharp EFP camera for
wide shots of the news studio.

Room to grow
As for the other basics of video
production-switchers and monitors- KBCI -TV has given
careful thought to those
choices as well. "We have a
Grass Valley Group 1400,
which is used for news now.
We are happy with its performance and the service
we got on it, so last year
we bought a GVG 300 for
the Production Zone," Bever
says.
"We chose the GVG 300 for
its flexibility and room to grow. It has many built -in effects and space to accommodate digital video effects. The
switcher has inputs for 15
tape machines, three cameras,
our ENG van, and other
sources, such as our Chyron.
"As for monitors, we use
Sony, Ikegami, Conrac, and
RCA. Obviously they don't
project an on -air image like a
switcher, camera, or VTR does.
But then again, you do want
true color and good resolution to
show you what you look like on
the air. We chose our color monitors for those reasons."

Group effort

Choosing the right equipment

for the job is crucial to the success
of any television station, but it's
BM /E
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especially true on the network
level. The financial considerations
involved in outfitting a network's
owned and operated stations with
even the basics of teleproduction
demand careful study before purchase commitments are made. For
WNBC -TV4, in New York, being
the flagship station of a major network means having major resources behind you to guide all
equipment acquisitions.
"Engineering and purchasing
are the two groups involved in
NBC's procurement process," explains Len Garrambone, vice
president of the NBC purchasing
department. "It's a partnership
approach, combining technical
and business issues. The engineering group's technology development lab determines perfor-

mance

specifications and

requirements for the equipment
we need. Individual stations, such
as WNBC -TV4, will conduct field
tests on equipment under consideration. The purchasing group
sets requirements for delivery
date, cost, warranty provisions,
spare parts availability, training
programs, and operator manuals.
"We try to combine the requirements of all of NBC: news, sports,
and our owned and operated stations. There are instances where
we can't combine, but when we
can we obtain better pricing. Then
we explore the marketplace and
see which vendors are interested
in meeting our requirements."

In the studio

Serving the public interest, convenience, and necessity in the
New York metropolitan area calls
for a heavy production schedule
for WNBC -TV4. It includes over
15 hours of live news each week,
and one daily and five weekly
half-hour taped public -affairs programs, news updates, and editorials. This workload makes for
hefty demands on studio time.
The station has limited studio
space, however, as it shares the
same 50-year-old building -30
Rockefeller Plaza -that NBC
uses for its own New York -based
productions.
To save valuable time, the station has four RCA TK47 studio
28
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cameras

featuring
automatic

setup. "They've
°

been on -line for a
little over a year,"

says Gary Cooper,

technical manager for

entertainment operations and services. "The

cameras work off

a

diascope, a component in
the lens that introduces
the charts needed to set

registration, linearity,

white balance -any-

thing we once had to do
manually. We can do in
ten to fifteen minutes
what it once took two engineers an hour and a
half to do."
WNBC -TV4's production switcher is a
Grass Valley Group 300.
"It simplifies the technical director's life because each
of its three effects buses is computerized," Cooper explains. "The
TD can program into the switch er's computer in advance the effects and switching he wants to
do. Buses can be set up to do
chroma key, for instance. There's
unlimited reentry capability for
each bus, so the TD can bail out
quickly and make changes on the
fly. An it gives the TD more access
to do different things. It's a complex switcher, but its preset capabilities are worth it.
"It's a post -production board,
and we've adapted it for news because our news requires a lot of

post -production. Among the

equipment hard -wired into the
GVG 300 is a three -channel
Quantel, a Chyron, an Adda still

store, and meteorologist Al

Roker's ColorGraphics weather
graphics computer."
The bank of monitors that face
the TD as he sits at the GVG 300
includes 25 nine -inch Conrac
units and four 25 -inch color
screens made by Ikegami and by
Conrac. These serve as program
monitor, preset monitor, a downstream key monitor to display effects, and a look -ahead preview
monitor to show effects in advance. The configuration leaves
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little to chance, and it is designed
to provide WNBC -TV4 with the
flawless transitions and polished
look this top -rated station is famous for.

New technologies
Although sharing quarters

with the parent network can limit
available space, there are advantages of co- location. WNBC -TV4
has access to many of the resources of the network, including
its one -inch Ampex and Sony
VTRs for studio production. The
station has its own % -inch equipment for news, a necessity for doing business in the nation's largest market. Ten editing rooms
with two Sony BVU -800 series
VCRs in each are used to handle
the news and feature workload of
TV4. The station fields 15 remote
crews every day to cover the New
York metropolitan area. Each of
them uses Sony BVU -110 and 150
VCRs and Ikegami 79 and 79E
cameras. But equipment changes
in this area are imminent.
NBC's well publicized commitment last year to the Panasonic
Broadcast Systems' M -II format
for all of its video needs will be
especially beneficial to TV4's
news operation. "It's going to
make life easier for us as a station
to be standardized on one tape format," says Rich Servini, director
of electronic journalism operations for WNBC -TV4. "M -II provides a tremendous advantage for
news. The quality of M -II is better
than U -matic in both the initial
recording and in dubs. Down the
road we look forward to the portable editing packs for M -II, which
are very light and compact. When
we've wanted that capability with
U- matie, the size of the equipment
we had to take along made it feel
like moving day.
"M -II offers more editing flexibility in the studio as well. The
studio recorder has a built -in
TBC, four audio channels to lay
down different tracks and mixes,
slow motion with control of speed,
and freeze frame," Servini says.

CCDs at WNBC -TV

M -II isn't the only new technology that will soon be arriving at

Canon

(uty. Capon Yalue.

Now available in a full line of camera support products.
MC- 200 /MC -300 PEDESTALS

TR- 60/TR -90 TRIPODS

ima
1

:
Featuring Canon's sophisticated Modular Cassette Counterbalance (MCC) system that
makes them far lighter and
more mobile, Canon pedestals
also feature a very short
mounting height. making them
ideal for low -angle shooting.

Featuring collapsible tubular
leg construction, integral
spreaders, flip -tip legs with
spikes and rubber padding.
TR -60
Maximum Mounting Weight:

MC -200

Maximum
286 lbs.
Elevaticn:
MC -300
Maximum
242 lbs.
Elevaticn:

Mounting Weight:
24 -49 inches

Mounting Weight:
23 -60 inches

SC -15 CAM HEAD

TR -90

Maximum Mounting Weight:

132 lbs.

198 lbs.

Elevation: 20 -45 inches

Elevation: 26 -48 inches

CD -10 DOLLY

Designed for use with all
pedestals and tripods, it features a convenient "V" wedge
mounting system and center of- gravity adjustment control.
The modular panning rod may
be used on both sides.
Maximum Mounting Weight:
330 lbs.
Tilting: ± 50? Panning: 360'

(

/ti

vl
Designed for use with both
Canon tripods, features a
tricycle caster undercarriage
that enables both free and
single- direction movement.

Maximum Mounting Weight:
198 lbs.

For years, broadcasters have made Canon
lenses a top choice for studio, field and news production because they know and trust Canon's proven
commitment to quality and value.

Now Canon is proud to introduce a complete,
full-featured, high -quality camera support system,
built to the same high standards and backed by the

Canon service network.

Caiioii®

Optics Division
Canon USA, Inc., Head Office: One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, NY 11042 (516) 488-6700
Dallas Office: 3200 Regent Blvd., Irving, TX 75063 (214) 830 -9600. Chicago Office: 100 Park Blvd., Itasca, IL 60143 (312) 250 -6200
West Coast Office: 123 Paularino Avenue East, Costa Mesa, CA 92626 (714) 979-6000
Canon Canada, Inc., 6390 Dixie Road, Mississauga, Ontario L5TIP7, Canada (416) 678 -2730
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WNBC -TV4 to meet basic production needs. The network that pioneered the use of multichannel
television sound, the Ku-band for

network program distribution,
and M -II is now committed to
CCD camera technology.
"Our decision speaks for itself.
We are the first major network to
move forward on CCDs; we feel it
[the technology] is ready," explains Garrambone. NBC has
signed a multiyear contract with
NEC to purchase large quantities
of its SP-3A CCD camera.
"We've tested the NEC SP-3A
cameras in the field, and I have
ordered five of them," says
Servini. "We'll be using them in
both camcorder-with M -II camera recorders -and field recorder
configurations. The camcorders
will be used more for news, to get
`B roll footage,' for example. In
other types of shoots, such as for
feature stories, we'll use a field recorder with the SP -3A camera, so
the sound person can control the

audio levels on the VCR.
"CCD cameras and M -II tape
equipment are two new technologies, and I don't expect they'll be
perfect out of the box. But NEC
and Panasonic are very willing to
listen to us. We'll work with the
manufacturers to make adjustments if needed."
Another new camera technology that WNBC -TV4 has on order
is the Nitecam, a laser-augmented video camera that can
shoot in total darkness. Manufactured by International Technologies (Lasers) Ltd., and marketed
in the USA by PAG America,
Nitecam will enable the news department to shoot video in places
once inaccessible.
Whether it be WNBC in New
York, KOKI in Tulsa, or KBCI in
Boise, equipment for the acquisition, control, storage, and monitoring of video was carefully chosen by each station based on its
individual needs and resources.
Cameras, production switchers,

monitors, and tape machines
serve the same essential purposes
at the three facilities, despite the
different conditions prevailing at

each. Occasionally, however,

equipment intended for one purpose can suddenly be called upon
to fulfill another. WNBC -TV4's
Rich Servini explains:
"All of our electronic journalism
crews are equipped with five -inch
Videotek color monitors, which
can be used as monitors or TV
tuners. The output of our VCRs
plugs into them, and the monitors
allow the crews to check color accuracy, tracking, and cueing for
remotes.
"At the World Series, one of our
crews was parked outside Shea
Stadium to report on the crowds
that couldn't get in to see the
game. After the report, our crew
strapped the Videotek monitors to
the outside of their truck. Thanks
to those monitors, the crowds got
to see the game at the stadium afBM /E
ter all."

"For the same price in 10X1 Routing
Systems, I'll take GVG every time."

-

When you can invest in a superior system for the same price as most 10 x 1
Grass Valley Group makes it nearly impossible to look anywhere else.
Add the industry's longest list of options and you've got the most responsive
and dependable 10 x 1 Routing System available today.

routers

Write us ATCN: Publications to request your free Configuration Guide.
T11F.

GRASS VALLEY GROUP. INC

Chicago

.-

P.O. Box 1114

-

2191 264-0931. Minneapolis (6121 483 -22594.

-

-

CA 95945 USA
Telephone (916) 273-8421
TRT: 160432- OFFICES'
Worth 18171 483-7447: Los Angeles 18181999-2303. San Francisco 19151 968 -6680.

Grau t'aller.
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STRENGTH YOU CAN RELY ON
fork (2011 845 -7988: District of Columbia

13011 622 -6313: Atlanta (1041 493 -1255.
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Leitch equipment is found in most of the
major studios around the world. Our reputation
is for never compromising on quality yet
staying competitive on price. Leitch also offers
you outstanding reliability and a worldwide
sales and service network for our equipment:
1. PAL and NTSC SCH Monitors 2. Video
Test Signal Generators 3. PAL and NTSC
Video Processing Equipment 4. PAL and
NTSC Sync Pulse Generators 5. Frame

Synchronizers 6. State -of-the -art clock systems
7. Audio and Video Distribution Amplifiers.
When you get our literature, you'll
discover that the specifications are impressive.
But if they err anywhere, it's on the side of
modesty.
At Leitch, we'd rather understate than
overstate.
For more information on Leitch products
call, write or telex.

LEITCH
Leitch Video of America, Inc., 825K Greenbrier Circle. Chesapeake, VA, U.S.A. 23320, Tel.: (804) 424.7920 or 1- 800 -231 -9673, Telex: 710 882 4342
Leitch Video International Inc., 10 Dyas Road, Don Mills, Ontario, Canada M3B 1V5, Tel.: (416) 445-9640 or 1- 800. 387.0233, Telex: 06 986 241

See you at the NAB Show, Dallas, Booth 3559.
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See FOR-A's
exciting new products
at NAB Booth 3599.
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INNOVATIONS IN VIDEO
and AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
FOR-A CORPORATION OF AMERICA Nonantum Office Park 320 Nevada Street Newton, MA 02160
Boston (617) 244-3223 Chicago (312) 250-8833
Los Angeles (2l])40Z'5]9l
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Covering the news `up north' means extreme cold
and small budgets.
Greg Lytle of Anchorage ABC
affiliate KIMOTV, the Iditarod
is a constant

The Idita-

rod-an
annual

1,049 -mile dog
sled race from
Anchorage to
Nome, Alaska

challenge

-

of
keeping camera
batteries warm,
watching out for
tape mistracking
and concentrating on image exposure in an al-

covers some of
the most frozen
and desolate territory in North
America. While

the dogs and
their human
"mushers" are

well acclimated
to the harsh race
conditions, the 50
degree below zero
temperatures frequently encoun-

most all -white

environment.
"You're always

worried about
even
fully
charged batteries
failing when the
Within KIMO -TV's production control room, David Bellamy (left), graphics operator;

temperature

tered along the Mike Southern (center), technical director; and Jerry Floyd, senior post producer, drops to 30 or 40
zero,"
Iditarod Trail can prepare for an evening news broadcast. Bellamy is operating a 3M D -8800 elec- below
spell trouble for tronic graphics keyboard, while Southern operates a switcher made by The Grass Lytle says. "I
make it a point to
television news Valley Group, Inc. Floyd is in charge of an ADM 1600 II audio board.
carry a lot of
crews and their
equipment.
era and tape deck controls freeze spares, and I store them in an inConsider, for example, Jeff solid in operating position. When side pocket to keep them warm."
Dowd's experiences during the
that happens, you have to pull batSays Arends, "When you're out
Iditarod. As news and events pro- teries in order to turn off the equip- on the Iditarod trail, and especially
ducer for KTUU, the NBC affiliate ment. And then, you need to use a if you're crossing a flat stretch of
in Anchorage, Dowd has covered
hair dryer to warm the equipment ice, sometimes the only picture
the race twice.
back up."
you'll get is a field of pure white
"It gets so cold on the race trail,"
For Rex Arends, KTUU photog- snow and sky. If the sun's out
he says, "that I've had video cam- rapher, and fellow photographer though, you can use whatever
BM /E
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shadows are available to add texture and depth to your shots."
While the Iditarod is unique to
Alaska, KTUU and KIMO -TV reporters and photographers regularly cover news events that are
considered more "universal:" the
fires, accidents, and government
activities that influence daily
lives. However, because of Alaska's sometimes extreme climate
and immense size -yet its low
population and small television
market status -KTUU -TV and
KIMO's news operations must
face unusual challenges on small
budgets.

Big country

"Because of Alaska's size," says
B.G. Randlett, senior vice president of Alaska Network Companies, KIMO -TV's parent company, "we're always looking for
ways to better cover news within
the state. That's the purpose of

our network.
"Together with our sister sta-

tions KJUD -TV in Juneau and
KATN-TV in Fairbanks, we pool
our resources to more comprehensively and cost -effectively cover
news," Randlett says. "We exchange stories between Anchorage and Fairbanks by contracting
use of a microwave system from
Alascom, a common carrier. To
get stories in and out of Juneau,
we use Aurora I."
Cost constraints also play a role
in KTUU and KIMO -TV's choice
of equipment and videotape. Management at both stations constantly look for ways to "get the
most for the money."
For example, explains KTUU's
Jeff Dowd, his station standarizes
on Ikegami ITC -730 and 730A
field cameras and Sony BVU -50
and BVU -110 'h -inch field decks
because of this equipment's highlevel performance, yet low cost.
For editing, KTUU utilizes %inch JVC CP -5550 editing players, JVC VE -90A editing controllers and % -inch JVC CR -8250U

recording decks. Edited % -inch
masters are then transferred to
half-inch Sony Betacam format
for broadcast. In the field, KTUU
photographers use 'A-inch Eastman professional videotape (20minute length) and edit onto the
same format tape in hour-long
lengths.
"Before we spend a penny on
equipment or tape, we scrutinize
specs to make sure we're getting
the best we can afford," says
Dowd. "For instance, we went
with Ikegami cameras because despite their reasonable price, they
possess 600 lines of resolution.
In use, KTUU photographer
Arends says the videotape has operated consistently well -even in
sub -zero temperatures-with a
very low dropout rate and clean
audio quality. "Tape audio quality
is of special concern to me," he
says, "because in today's news
photography, there's greater reliance on natural on- location
sound. You need good audio qual-

Pi1C0 Ni-Cad BATTERYPACK
POWER UP! NEW PACO DP-11(13.2V 1.7Áh)
NEW HIGH POWER CELLS ENABLE

1.7AH(0.2C Discharge Rate)

THE MAINTENANCE FREE THERMAL PROTECTOR IS BUILT -IN. AS
OTHER PACO BATTERY PACKS.

THIS IS THE DIRECT REPLACEMENT
FOR SONY NP-1.

PACO

ELECTRONICS U.S.A., INC.

714 WEST OLYMPIC BLVD.. SUITE 706. LOS ANGELES. CA 90015
TEL -213.747 -6540 TLX- 756923 FAX -213 -747.3731
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AL's is the first, fully Automated Library System

that really works.
Stop by the NAB Booth 112 for a beer mug
and a demonstration.
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ity to capture the essence of that
sound for viewers."

Lots of shots
At KIMO -TV, equipment

se-

lection is based on "quantity over
quality," according to Randlett.
"Our station philosophy is based
partly on the concept that getting
the picture -some picture-is vital to news. That means buying
enough video equipment of sufficient quality to cover the news
well, as opposed to spending
money on fewer, more expensive
pieces of equipment and maybe
missing news coverage."
To minimize costs, KIMO -TV
photographers shoot all field footage on half-inch Eastman professional videotape (T -120 broadcast
quality), using JVC KY -1900
cameras and JVC BR-6200U recorders. For broadcast, the halfinch tape is edited over to 3/4-inch
Eastman professional videotape,
using JVC BR -6400U editing
players, JVC RM -88U editing

controllers, and JVC CR -8250U
recording decks.
"Though the image quality
achievable with half-inch tape is
somewhat lower than that of %inch tape," says Randlett, "it's
still high overall, and acceptable
for broadcast. And, the difference
in quality is more than made up
for by the lower cost of the halfinch tape. We've also discovered
that the Eastman tape can be
used four to six times with little
dropout."
According to KTUU's Jeff Dowd
and Rex Arends, and KIMO-TV's
Greg Lytle, their stations place
great emphasis on field video
both in variety and quality.
"As a TV news viewer," says
Dowd, "I just don't want to hear
about news events from anchors, I
want to see as much video on
these stories as possible. This is
what gives the viewer a feeling of
immediacy about a story."
In terms of shooting for a story,
both Arends and Lytle agree that

-

maintaining a cohesive flow during shooting is a primary key to
putting together a well -balanced,
accurate piece.
"The best way for viewers to understand a story visually is to
present them with a coherent narration of a news event," Arends
says. "This means juxtaposing as
many different aspects of a situation as you can in a single image."
Looking ahead, both Lytle and
Arends say the trend toward miniaturization of video equipment
will not only make life easier for
television news photographers,
but will result in higher quality
imaging as well.
"From a `shooter's' standpoint,
smaller and more portable video
equipment will always be an improvement," says Arends. "The
strength of TV news is its moving
image. If you can make it less
cumbersome for the photographer,
eliminating heavy equipment and
its distractions, the resulting images will be stronger."
BM/E

With our Automatic Remote Control System
your transmitter - and your personnel - will
operate with increased efficiency
Have you ever wondered if your night operator will
remember
to switch patterns at sunrise?
to
periodically check critical levels?
the correct
transmitter restart sequence? You'll never have to worry if
Potomac Instruments' RCI6+ is on the job. Because it'll
do all these tasks for you. Plus a lot more. Automatically.
With its microprocessor based control logic, the basic
RCI6+ provides 16 telemetry channels with automatic
out -of- tolerance alarms and remote raise /lower controls;

...

...

...

.

--

plus 16 status channels. The automatic functions
pattern shift, transmitter restart, power control
are preprogrammed in accordance with station license requirements and controlled with an accurate master clock.
The RCI6 + is also expandable. In 16 channel increments, up to a total of 64 channels. With the remote video
display option your chief engineer can get a detailed
readout of all measured parameters. It's updated every 30
seconds and connects to any standard telephone. The optional plug -in automatic logger provides a permanent
record of all transmitter activity. Log intervals, sequence,
and alarm flags are user -selectable.
And, best of all, the RC16 + is cost effective. No other
unit on the market offers these features and capabilities at
this low price.
Basic System

Additional 16 Channels
Plug -In Automatic Logger
Remote Video Display Unit

.

.
.

.
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Beta, Beta SP, M, M2,U-matic or Digital
19mm formats? AL'S serves them all. And
will even mix them up so you can run two
formats at once --full length programming or
commercials, it makes no difference to AL.
How big is your tape library? AL'S can
serve 500, 1000, 1500 at a time-all in the
right order, with no mistakes, automatically.
Digital technology has given AL a flawless
memory and real knack with names. He
even recognizes newcomers and ejects tapes
who've overstayed their welcome. At AL S,
all tapes are current and inventory is
always kept up to date. Not bad, eh?
What's more, AL is not one for fancy, exotic,
altered machinery. Plain and simple suits
him just fine. So, stock VTRs are all you'll
find at AL'S place. Out of the box and into
the rack makes for easy maintenance as far
as Al is concerned.
But don't misunderstand. AL is not lazy.
He'll work when there's not a soul around.
In fact, give him a set of chores to do, then
turn out the lights, lock the door and he'll
work alone all weekend. Think of the manhours (and payroll) that saves!
There is no doubt. For performance, service,
for sheer ability, there's no place like AL'S.
If you're in the neighborhood --NAB Booth
112- -stop by and have one on us. If you can't
make it, call us at: (617) 244-6881 and we'll
be glad to send you more information.

THE SYSTEMS COMPANY

Lake Systems Corporation
287 Grove Street
Newton, MA 02116.
(617) 244 -6881,
Cade 1224n
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For your audio needs: a growing line of compact,
easy-to -use FP amps and mixers.
Shure FP products are built specifically for ENG, EFP, film, and video work. They're not general audio products that "might
work on remotes. And no one offers as wide a selection with this kind of built-in ruggedness and reliability.

i '

For Stereo Remotes. The FP32 Stereo Mixer is comparable in size
and features to our famous FP31. Its stereo capability, light weight,
_;
easy -to -use controls and convenient shoulder harness make it the
Ar.
?ta
_.
first choice of field crews. Our FP42 Stereo Mixer simplifies mic
cueing, so important in situations like sports remotes. Plus it enables
you to easily mix down stereo in your post production booth. It offers all the features of the popular M267 plus stereo capability
and a stereo headphone amp.
FP32

i

..-:-k-

FP31

FP16

FPII

The Industry Standards. The FP31 is Shure's original field production mixer.
Thousands bet their audio on it worldwide. The FP16, a one -by-six distribution amp with transformer balancing and link jacks, outperforms all
competition. It's also ideal as a portable press bridge.

FP12

(P)

_Tx_.'

For Long Yardage Situations. The FP11 Mic -to -Line Amp provides
freedom from noise in long line situations, with up to 84 dB of gain
in 15 6-dB steps. It converts any mic to line level and includes an
invaluable limiter circuit. The FP12 Headphone Bridging Amp is a
must for shotgun and boom operators. It keeps them on target
without need for a return line. It's ideal for multiple headphone feeds,
troubleshooting, and as an intercom.

For more information on the entire FP line, call or write Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, IL 60202-3696. (312) 866 -2553.
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Chicago's WLAK -FM's
on -air studio feature an Auditronics
218 console and ITC Delta cart machines.

The On -Air Radio Board
By

Judith Gross

When looking for a new on -air console, radio engineers
consider everything from cost, to looks, to changes in the station's
format before signing the purchase order.
ten different radio chief
engineers what they want
when
Ak
they go shopping for
an un -air board, and you will
probably get ten very different
lists of preferences. Sometimes it's
a simple matter of habit: what are
they used to working with? Other
times it's a reaction against a bad

experience with a particular
brand. Sometimes it's just plain
idiosyncracy.
Nevertheless, since radio is in a
highly competitive environment,
there are some common considerations that go into the final selection of an on -air console, whether
in a brand -new station or to up-

grade old equipment. Some of
these reflect the current state of
radio programming and business.

Disappearing board
operators

The days when a station had an
engineer operate the on -air board
for talent are rapidly coming to an
BM /E
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their format to reach a greater audience. A full service adult contemporary FM might air a mostlytalk, news, or something like a
"morning zoo" show in the morning, a call -in show with guests in

Tom Bondurant (right).

CE

of

WMAG, High Point NC, and Don Smith, CE of Magic 96, a
Voyager Communications -owned station in Raleigh, NC, work on a Harris Medalist board for the Raleigh station's Pro duction #2.
.

end. There are some exceptions:
morning drive shows in markets
with fierce competition still use
board operators. But for the most

part, on-air personalities are running their own boards. For this
reason, engineers cite "user friendliness" as an important consideration in choosing a console.
"You can't impair your on -air
person's ability to do a good
show," notes John Rutten, technical director of Shreveport, LA's
KWKH-AM /FM. The station uses
a Ward Beck R1200 with eight

channel dual inputs, which

Rutten says is reasonably easy to
operate, after some training.
CE Ron Eudaly of Fort Worth Dallas KPLX -FM goes a step further. He says that changes
brought about by deregulation
and the popularity of combo shows
has meant that the person on the
board can't be considered as competent in the mechanics of the
console as in the days when engineers set levels and threw the
switches and the announcers only
talked. Eudaly believes that hardware manufacturers have had to
respond by making equipment
simpler and more reliable, and
that engineers have to incorporate the same philosophy.
"If you start with the point of
view that you have a less competent operator, you will build your
studio and select equipment accordingly," Eudaly says. KPLXFM recently bought an 18 -input
40
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Pacific Recorders BMX -III, which

Eu,daly says is "very user -

friendly."
Most engineers make a point of
looking at the way an on -air board
is set up, and trying to spot the
kinds of things that can cause confusion for the operator.
Pat Carlone, CE at WINE in
Brookfield, CT, who also performs
engineering tasks for the other
eight Home News Stations AMs
and FMs recently purchased an
Arrakis 5000 with 16 inputs. But
before he did, he looked at a few
more complex models.
"I looked at some of the newer
boards with a lot of options and
EQ and all, and the only thing I
could think of was what happens
when the talent hits the wrong
switch ?" Carlone observes. The
consensus among CEs is to look
for an "idiot- proof' console.
Carl Davis, VP of Engineering
for Voyager Communications' five
stations has bought Auditronics
218 boards for several stations,
and he puts it another way.
"An alert rhesus monkey can
operate this thing," says Davis,
"there's probably a way to make it
easier, but I don't see how."

From music to call -ins

One of the other concerns cited
most often by engineers looking at
new on -air boards is flexibility.
Many stations are being more creative than ever, experimenting
with new formats or stretching

midday, and mostly music in afternoon drive and evening, with
occasional remotes or sports on
weekends. The console for the onair room will have to be large
enough to accommodate all the
different sources of audio and flexible enough to handle different
types of shows.
Another kind of versatility
might become important in stations that change formats at the
drop of a hat
or the arrival of
the ratings book. If an engineer
buys a console wired to handle
certain kinds of equipment, he
wants to be able to alter the configuration when the programming changes. The automated format of beautiful music stations of
today, for example, might become
the all -news station of tomorrow.
A console bought with just one
kind of format in mind could

-

mean extensive modifications
have to be done in the future.

Marvin Collins, CE for KOSTAM/FM had versatility in mind
when he went looking for a
console.
"We wanted to do some fancy
things," he notes. For one thing,
the station airs ARI traffic re-

ports, which uses the FM

subcarrier to activate special
Blaupunkt receivers.
"We wanted a way to turn the
system on automatically," Collins
says. "Now when we turn on the
input for the traffic reports, it
automatically turns on ARI. No
modifications were needed because the logic inputs were already there."
Collins hooked up the ARI system to the new BMX -III board the
station purchased. He says that
KOST decided it needed a new
board to handle increased capacity, and that's another concern for
engineers looking to buy. Will the
console be adequate for our future
needs? What may seem like an
abundance of inputs by today's
standards may become obsolete as
a station grows, adds remote

PAY LESS ATTENTION 1i0
YOUR VIDEO CART MACHINE
Now Available in
BetaCam Format

Great idea! Now you can do just that with the TCS2000.
The Cart Machine automatically manages, records and plays -to-air
all forms of spots and programs, giving you much more uninterrupted
time away from programming concerns.
The Cart Machine holds up to 280 carts on -line. Tracks 65,000 carts
in the database. With its 1,000 event look ahead feature, you receive a
printed list of needed carts and your saturation spot carts never have to
leave the machine.
The Cart Machine's comprehensive software system interacts with
your traffic system to download your logs and automatically preplan the
spot play lists days in advance.
Now other station operations get your undivided attention -with
The Cart Machine.

Odetics
We put smarts in The Cart Machine.
Odetics, Inc. 1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, CA 92802 -2907.
Call toll free 1-800 -243-2001. In California call 800 -238 -4422 or 714 -774 -5000.
Circle 124 on Reader Service Card
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Audio Engineering & Production
Console Basics

broadcasts, and adds digital or
computer technology.
Call -ins and remotes have become increasingly popular in radio, and more stations are looking
for a way to incorporate phone
equipment into the control room.
Many use hybrids, or modify a
speaker phone set -up. The ability
of the console to interface to phone
equipment has become an impor-

Intelligence and
performance

also say they are looking for a console to provide the mix -minus
needed for call -in shows.
Rutten says that KWKH is also
responsive to its listeners, meaning that phone -ins are an important part of the format there.
"I look for a console with an alternate program channel, and I
feed the phone into it. We use a
home -grown hybrid, and record
the callers for use on the air later.
I can program the on -air into the

sources on remotely, and want
easy interfaces to all kinds of
equipment. But there is not yet
much need for automated console
setups, although that may change
as more versatile computers make
greater inroads into the broadcast
control room.
Engineers generally don't want
to have to make a lot of modifications in the board in order to hook
up the station's equipment, but
WLAK's Webster notes that even
"if there was a really good console
without remote start capability,
I'd be inclinded to buy it anyway
and modify it."
One of the important interface
considerations these days concerns CD players and other digital
equipment. Stations that opt for
professional models such as the
one made by Studer usually find it
easy to interface to the console,
while those who buy consumer CD

tant consideration. Engineers

alternate program channel on the
System R1200; it's a button
selectable program," Rutten says.

Blane Webster, CE of Chicago's
WLAK -FM, says he used to dread
modifying the board for phoneins.
"That's one of the modifications
I never enjoyed doing, so I would
be hesitant to buy a console without a mix minus bus," Webster
says. He recently purchased an

While consoles that are being
marketed for post-production audio have been developed to stages
of advanced logic capability, almost the reverse is true of on -air
radio boards. Only the most basic
logic capability is sought by engineers. Stations want the console
to be able to turn cart machines,

turntables, and other audio

"I thought, `why should I start dealing with
products from other manufacturers ?'
you
want to make sure there's someone there to
listen and who will get you the parts ...
Marvin Coffins, KOST -AM/FM

"-

Auditronics 218 18- channel board
for the control room.
"If I were making consoles, I
would come up with the world's
greatest phone system in the console, perhaps a Symmetrix or
Gentner. A CE would buy it in a
minute," says Davis. A custom
system of this sort was developed
recently for another Chicago station, WGN, using a Gentner system incorporated into a Pacific
Recorders BMX board.
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players may find more modifications are necessary because of the
need to go from a high impedance
to a balanced output.
One of the more unusual concepts that has emerged recently is
the idea of being able to use a computer instead of an on -air console.
Media Touch Systems recently
unveiled a system that uses a
touch- screen to start CD players,
cart machines, bring in network
feeds, and activate the announc-

er's mic. This led to talk of doing
away with consoles, but a
switcher is needed in conjunction
with the system, and stations that
are testing it out usually use it in
some combination with their on-

air console.
The actual performance of the
on -air console is one factor CEs

take into account when purchasing a board, and while it's one important concern, it is not always
the important concern. In part
this is due to the difference in the
way the specs are represented.
Webster says he had to consider
this when he went looking for a
console that offered the maximum
headroom for WLAK's AC music
format. He notes that with CDs,
the station needs at least 20 dB
headroom.
"Some console makers list their
specs as +26 dBm, and that's
where they start to clip, while others list it at + 15 dBm and clip at
10 dB above this," Webster says.
He adds that he would want to
measure the headroom spec with
a sine wave, but that there are "a
lot of specs we haven't figured out
how to measure yet."
One recent trend at stations has
been the installation of better
quality consoles at AM stations.
With so many poor quality AM receivers on the market, AM stations may have been able to "get
by" with older or less expensive
boards. But now, with the push toward AM improvement both on the
transmission and receiver ends,
CEs of AM stations are having to
look more carefully at the performance of the console they buy, and
console makers might find a whole
new market opening up as AM stations upgrade their sound.
Another way that on -air radio
boards differ markedly from postproduction audio boards is in the
amount of processing they offer.
CEs try to stay away from processing on the console because
other types of processing are prevalent throughout the rest of the
audio chain.

Support and reliability

Besides specific mentions of the
particular features each station
needs in a board, CEs place a

TAKE
YOUR BEST SHOT

.

Otari's ARS -1000 Automated Radio Station
Reproducer has taken just about
¡m
everything that broadcast opera- m
4
4
tion has thrown at it. From continuous day after day operation
in hot, dusty corners -to cigarette smoke and coffee spills,
an ARS performs
automation tasks
r
flawlessly and

q

faithfully.

Born from Otari's
line of heavy duty
industrial tape
equipment that
duplicating and loading
moves tape at up to 480 ips, the ARS -1000 is
engineered for continuous use, simple operation, and ease of maintenance.
Bulletproof? Of course not. But it is the kind of
equipment that frees you to get involved in the
real challenges of today's new, dynamic radio.
Because you're not constantly fixing something that shouldn't have broken in the first
place. From Otani: The Technology You Can
Trust.

Contact your nearest Otani dealer for a demonstration, or call Otani Corporation, 2 Davis
Drive, Belmont, CA 94002 (415) 592 -8311
Telex: 910 -376 -4890

OTARIO
Circle 125 on Reader Service Card
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Audio Engineering & Production
Consoles Basics

great deal of emphasis on the reliability of the manufacturer, and
on whether they can get the support and parts they need when
there is a problem with the equipment.
When Collins went shopping for
a new on air-board for KOST, the
choice was relatively easy. The
station was one of the first turnkey installations done by Pacific
Recorders, and the station had
been using an early version of the
BMX board. KOST's relationship
with the manufacturer was the
reason he decided to stay with the
BMX.
"I thought `why should I

start

dealing with products from other
manufacturers ?' " Collins explains. "When you have problems
you want to make sure there's
someone there to listen and who
will get you the parts you need.
You don't want to feel you're out
there by yourself."
Voyager's Davis used the same
reasoning in buying several

i

1Teit
'

;

.

Auditronics 218 boards. He had
dealt with the company previously and wanted to stay with a
board "I wouldn't have to fix every
five minutes."
Sometimes concerns about reliability are a result of a bad experience. Home News' Carlone had
dealt with one console maker he
declined to name who didn't have
any test consoles for modules.
That made it difficult for him to
get problem -free modules, or to repair the ones he had. He says, "After that experience I definitely
look for support."
Another kind of reliability centers on the stability of the manufacturer itself. WLAK's Webster
says he would think twice about
buying a new brand on the
market.
"The board should be tried and
tested. Also, is the manufacturer
going to be here five or ten years
from now? Will you still be able to
get parts ?" Webster asks. Just
like a lot of CEs, Webster does

quite a bit of "asking around" before buying, and he also takes
apart demonstration models at
trade shows to see how well the
console is made from the inside,
where it counts.
"Is it durable quality, or does it
look like something from K -Mart?
When you hit the side, does it feel
like it's going to fall apart? Does it
look like something a disc jockey
will break in a couple of weeks?
Remember that we're going to
have it on the air 24 hours, 365
days a year," says Webster. The
reliability of the console becomes
especially important to a station
like WLAK, where a spot runs as
high as $400 a minute. A few failures can cost the station a great
deal of revenue.
Once all the special features are
considered and the durability of
the board is assured, stations frequently chose a console based on
aesthetics.

Voyager's newest station,

WGIC -FM in Charlotte, is to be a

SYSTEM 6
SERIES IV COMPACT BROADCAST MIXE

Stereo, mono, and summed
stereo outputs
4 -6 mixer modules with
mic/line selector switches
Illuminated VU meters
optional peak indicators
Modules interchangeable
with System 8/12/16
Electronic cue and monitor
muting
Rack mounted power
supply optional redundant
P & G slide faders with cue
detent
Available as console
extender -less meters &
line amps
Absolutely the best small

-

-

broadcast audio console

11306 SUNCO DR., RANCHO CORDOVA, CA 95670
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(916) 635 -1048

showcase station, says Davis, so
the look of the equipment was an
important consideration.
"We need to look good for visitors, especially nontechnical visi-

Total
Rad io
Recall.

pots, but for durability, I'd take
the rotary pots."
Carlone had a series of "nightmares" with slide faders, which
began when he replaced rotary

"If you start with the point of view that you
have a less competent operator, you will build
your studio and select equipment accordingly"-Ron Eudaly, KPLX -AM /FM
tors," Davis says. Good -looking
equipment may be more than just
a luxury however. Davis adds that
"People on the staff have a tendency to take better care of equipment that looks good." He told of a
station he worked at where there
were two production rooms with
identical equipment, except that
one had track lighting, new paint,
and better furnishings. Davis says
that the talent would "stand in
line" to use the better-looking
room but wouldn't go near the
other one unless they had to.
KOST's Collins agrees that aesthetics are important, especially
to nonengineers.
And for stations that hope to attract outside revenue by taking on
additional production work, the
aesthetics of the equipment becomes a necessity.

The great pot debate

At one time all on -air boards
had rotary pots, and the engineer
knew just how much of a twist of
the wrist it would take to get each
announcer's level right. But radio
has been borrowing more from the
recording industry of late, and
sliding faders are now more popular than rotary pots. The main
reason is economy of space. As
consoles needed to interface to
more equipment more inputs were
needed, and they simply take up
less room when slide faders are
used. Still, engineers are divided
as to which type of control is the
more reliable.
"We're never sure whether to
buy a rotary pot board that we can
spill coffee all over, or one with
sliding pots," says Home News'
Carlone. "For space considerations I'd rather have the sliding

faders with some less- than -reliable sliding pots. The inevitable
coffee spill into the fader's grooves
spelled trouble.
Voyager's Davis, with his concern about equipment's aesthetics, has a decided preference for
slide faders. He also says he finds
them more reliable and easier to
clean and maintain. KWKH's
Rutten says that the key is in the
quality of fader used: the more expensive, the better the performance and the less the likelihood
of problems.
While not a raging controversy,
the rotary -slide debate continues,
and CE as well as talent preference for both have kept the rotary
board from becoming completely
obsolete. Carlone suggests a compromise in the use of a type of pot
he once saw on a console, which
was a sliding pot that actually
connected to a rotary pot, where
the "sliding" motion twisted the
rotary pot inside.
Carlone and some other CEs,
especially of small market stations, have one addtional important concern when they go to buy
a console, and that is cost.
"I go to the NAB show with the
idea that you have to spend over
$10,000 on a console, but I look at
what's in that price range and the
consoles look like somebody's
home science project," Carlone
complains. "You hate to have to
spend up to $15,000 for each of our
nine stations," he adds, "the technology is certainly there to make
a good console for under that."
Carlone says he'd like to see a
manufacturer offer a high quality
console for a lower cost, and his
wish may be the seeds for designing the console of the future.BM /E

The Dictaphone 5600 Veritrac'" voice
communication recording system is
a

complete broadcast recording -

retrieval system that lets your radio
station keep its entire broadcast day
on the record. In one dependable
unit you get around -the -clock ver-

ification that you're running your
advertiser's spots on schedule and
meeting all your FCC requirements.
So if they ask for proof, you've got
it all there on tape, ready for quick
retrieval and replay.
Tune into the Dictaphone 5600
Veritrac logger. And never get your
signals crossed again.

r
For more information, fill in the
coupon or call toll -free:
OBME -27

1- 800 -342 -8439

Or mail to: Dictaphone Corporation,
120 Old Post Road, Rye. NY 10580
Name
Title

Phone_

Company
Address
City

State

lip

DICTAPHONE. and Veritrac are trademarks of
Dictaphone Corp.. Rye, N.Y. '1985 Dictaphone Corp.

Dictaphone
A Pitney Bowes Company
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ASACA /SHIBASOKU

CC -5 Color Encoder

The CC -5 is the new world standard color encoder for use with all character
generators, chroma keyers and computer graphics systems.
2 RGB inputs plus 3 composite
Phase of output signal may be
video outputs. Additional outputs
varied from 00 -360 °.
include R-Y, B -Y, chroma, Y, I and O.
Remote controllable.
Split field color bars generated
Available in NTSC; PAL B, M, N;
internally.
and SECAM Systems.

Aperture correction.

Measure your performance with the best.
ASACA /SHIBASOKU CC -5. From RGB to a clean, accurate. composite
color signal.

AE/E11

ASACA /SHIBASOKU CORP. OF AMERICA
12509 Beatrice Street, Los Angeles, California 90066
Sales, Service: (800) 423 -6347 (213) 827 -7144
Circle 145 on Reader Service Card
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70,000 watts FM
Continental's new 8I7R -5 combines
two proven 816R -5 35 kW transmitters
to offer broadcasters many operating
advantages. The 817R -5 uses husky
components and is built to give many
years of dependable service. The first
817R -5 has been shipped to KABL, San
Francisco. For product data, call your
local Continental Sales Manager.
Transmitters

I

SCR power control
Automatic RF power

output control
Automatic SWR circuit protection
SWR output power foldback
Remote control interface
AC power failure recycle
Grounded screen amplifier
802A exciter

to 50 kW AM and to 70 kW FM. antennas. studio
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C -Band

Transportables

it offers reliable, extended coverage of major events.
"Yes, it's pretty hard to get a Cband truck into the French Quarter of New Orleans, but there's a
definite need for both C and Ku,"
says Wold's Bob Wean. "When we
can't get a C -band transportable
into an area we'll use Ku, and vice
versa. And C -band satellites have
more transponders available,
which has caused prices to drop."
"There are many locations
where the footprints of Ku -band
satellites just don't reach," says
Dennis Feely, senior vice president of operations and engineering at IDB Communications. "Hawaii is an example. We'll be
switching a lot of our day -to -day
operations to Ku -band, but there
will always be a need to compliment one with the other." IDB is
the foremost provider of satellite
services for radio, and its C -band
transportable fleet consists of five
vans and seven trailered 5 meter
and 3.8 meter Comtech antennas.
The vans contain fully redundant
HPAs, upconverters, downconverters, modulators, and complete
monitoring gear.
"C -band satellites have a better
footprint in the Carribean, and
frequency coordination helps to
keep the C -band better regulated
than Ku currently is," says Aude
Franks, controller of Tele -Link,
Inc., which operates three tractortrailer transportables, built by
Compact Video and Scientific Atlanta. "We've done 649 events in
the last three years, including the
1984 Republican and Democratic
national conventions. Our trucks
travel all over the United States."
As far as the question of
whether C -band transportables
will continue to be an important
part of mobile satellite uplinking,
it can perhaps best be answered
by another question. It was asked
by the driver of a Tele -Link transportable when he was delayed by
a state highway patrolman who
had stopped the rig for a routine
check. "Why is it important that
this truck continue to roll, officer?" the driver said. "Well, you
do want to see the game tonight,
don't you ?"
BM /E
portables,

Reaching for
the heights, in
performance,
reliability and

economy

a
A new E
system, with Frame
Transfer CCDs.
See it on the BTS
booth at NAB.

BTS

Broadcast
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Systems
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Broadcast Television Systems Inc.
900 Corporate Drive, PO Box 618
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430, USA
Tel: 201 -529 -1550. Telex: 37 -62558
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J8 x 6 BIE: 6mm Wide, 96mm Telephoto, 11" M.O.D.:
Once again, superior Canon optical technology
gives you greater flexibility and capability than ever
before. The incredible Canon J8 x 6 BIE lens provides
the wide -angle coverage you need in tight situations
and its built -in 2X extender gives you 96mm -when
you need to get closer.

Better still, even with the 2X extender, you can
get as close as you want, since your M.O.D. is an
amazing eleven inches, even at 96mm! The Canon
J8 x 6BIE, it gives you more.

Specifications:
Focal length: 6 -48mm, (12 -96 w /extender)
Max. Relative Aperture: f1.7 (6- 33mm), f1.9 at 48mm
f3.4 (12-66mm), f3.8 at 96mm
Angular Field of View: 72.5° at 6mm, 10.5° at 48mm
36° at 12mm, 5.2° at 96mm
Minimum Object Distance: 11"

Optics Division
Canon USA. Inc.. Head Office One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, NY 11042 (516) 488 -6700
Dallas Office: 3200 Regent Blvtl_ Irving. TX 75063 (214)830 -9600
Chicago Office: 100 Park Blvd_ Itasca. IL 60143 (312) 250 -6200
West Coast Office: 123 Paulanno Avenue East, Costa Mesa. CA 92626 (714) 979-6000
Canon Canada. Inc.. 6390 Dime Road. Mississauga, Ontario L5T1P7, Canada (416) 678 -2730
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Enjoy easy extended payments
with the Canon Credit Card.
Ask for details at participating
Canon dealers and retailers
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Hardware markets are always difficult
to predict. Using data provided by
our own exclusive survey of the broadcast industry,
we have an analysis: recovery.

i

By Tim Wetmore

y

almost all accounts,

1986 turned out to be

less than a banner year
for broadcasters. This obviously
creates a ripple effect through the
equipment industry, having possible long term effects on future
technology development. This, in

its turn, affects what broadcasters
have at their disposal in years to
come in creating and broadcasting
new and exciting programming. It
is for this reason that BM/E surveys the industry, looking at its
budgets, its decision -making processes, and its outlook on the upcoming year regarding equipment
purchases.
This year's survey produced
over 600 responses from individuals in radio, television, and
teleproduction facilities throughout the country. The report that
follows combines charts, graphs,

and written information geared
toward indicating what kind of
year broadcasters expect for 1987,
as well as providing hard data to
back the various analyses for each
sector of the industry.

Television Station
Tabulation

The television picture for 1987
fits in squarely with our recovery
analysis for the industry. The pri-

mary indicators, budget in-

creases, size, and the equipment
for which those budgets, are targeted, namely new technology, all
point the way toward a modest rebound year after the slow down of
1986.
A positive indicator, as stated,
is the increase of budgets, and this
year 43 percent said they would
have increases, with over half of
those stations allotting an in-

crease of over 25 percent. Decreases, on the other hand, are reported to remain at less than 10
percent.
Budgets, of course, vary according to whether they are being
stated by management, engineering, or operations and, further, according to market size. In our
study, management budgets came
in at close to $450,000 regardless
of market, a new occurrance in
the survey. Engineering held
fairly true to form with markets 1
to 50 averaging at about $750

thousand and markets

51 +

reporting approximately $300
thousand. A slight reversal in
operations appeared with markets 1 to 25, showing $150 thousand, markets 26 to 50 claiming
budgets of $850 thousand, and
51 + stating an average budget of
$215,000.
BM /E
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Industry Needs Survey

A side effect of recovery is

that

stations begin to look at newer
In

thousands

Product

$634

$420

The accompanying chart indicates the top five product areas of
high interest to television broadcasters by market size (This
approach provides a unique glimpse of the nature of competition
in the various markets):

5361

1 -25
26 -50
51 Budget by market size, combining
titles together

technology in addition to the standard devices in everyday use at
the plant. So, aside from specific
products and product areas, we
were interested in knowing what
general directions in new technology the television industry was
interested in learning more about
in the coming year. The responses
indicate an interest and, indeed,
an inclination toward operating
with that technology. New technology of interest to television is
ranked, by percentage of respondents interested, as follows (Note:
since more than one answer could
be checked, the numbers may add
up to over 100 %):

1

-25

26 -50

Microphones

1

5

ENG Cameras

2

2

Camcorders

3

Video test

4

One -Inch VTR

5

1

Digital disc

3

Lighting

4

51+

2

4

Power
Y.-inch VCR

3

Digital EFX

5

Teleproduction Responses by Facility Size
Average Budgets for Teleproduction Facilities
Budget $000

1.

Multichannel TV sound ..49%

2.

Digital component video 28%
.

3. Newsroom

computers

.... 24%
$605.000.00

4.

Master /machine control .. 21%
$501,818.00

5. Digital composite

20%

6. Enhanced NTSC

19%
$337,500.00

7.

Analog component

12%

8.

Remote diagnostics

11%
$120.120.00

Respondents replied yes 70 percent of the time when asked
whether or not they would attend
the NAB convention. Astonishingly, second place was won by
68
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0 -5000

sq.ft.

5- 10,000 sq. ft.

10- 25.000 sq. ft.

Facil ty Size

Over 25.000 sq. ft.

1
1

FUJINON

TV LENS

FUJINÒ
A18 8.5E

NEW A14x9ERM

NEW A18x8.5ERM

Offering you higher performance, reliability and value,
Fujinon's newest and finest ENG lenses are available
now.
The new A18x8.5ERM gets you in closer and takes
you out farther. It gives you two focal ranges
8.5mm to
153mm and 17mm to 306mm
by flipping the built-in
2X extender lever. The F1.7 maximum aperture is flat to
116mm and only drops to F2.3 at the full 153mm tele
position. About halt an inch longer than ordinary ENG
lenses, the new Al 8x8.5ERM's combination of range,
features, and performance are making it the new world
standard for electronic news gathering.
The new Al 4x9ERM, lighter and more compact, outperforms its predecessors and the competition. It's less
than 1.4kg with the flexibility of a built-in 2X extender.
MOD is 0.8m. And it provides an F1.7 maximum aper-

-

-

2.0 at 126mm).
ormance improvements inificant reductions in distoratic aberration. Images are
ighout the zoom ranges. Color
and focus traddrig a a right on. Both lenses also offer
macro focusing, weatherized construction, and such
Fujinon options as miniaturized, built-in pattern projectors, front -mounted wide and tele adapters, manual and
servo hand controls for studio use, and push -button shot
boxes for programming multiple focal positions and
zoom speed.
They're new. They're here. And they're available now.
To learn more about Fujinon's new ENG lenses, you'll
get more information or a demonstration by calling the
Fujinon location nearest you.
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10 High Point Drive, Wayne, N.J. 07470
SOUTH 2101 Midway, Suite 350, Carrollton, Texas 75006
MIDWEST 3 N. 125 Springvale, West Chicago, Ill. 60185
WEST 118 Savarona Way, Carson, Calif. 90746
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633 -5600 Telex 6818115
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Broadcast Management
Industry Needs Survey

the SBE with 17 percent answering yes and only 13 percent saying
yes to attending the SMPTE
show, following were NATPE and
the RTNDA.

Budget
Increase/Decrease

Overall, smaller facilities

showed intention of increasing
more dramatically their equipment budgets, though all levels of
facility showed some increase. Total decrease across the board for
all levels of facilities was 20 percent; while increase across the
board was 63 percent.
Areas of concern in new technology to teleproduction houses
are listed here in rank order of importance. Following are the percentages of respondents who are
interested in these technologies in
1987 (Note: since more than one
or even all questions could be answered, figures may exceed 100
percent).
1.

Digital Component video 35%

2.

Digital Composite

3. Analog Component

24%
24%

4.

Multichannel Sound

24%

5.

Enhanced NTSC

24%

6.

Integrated Master Control .. 8%

This chart reveals budget increase and decrease by facility size:
For 0 to 5,000 sq. ft.; when asked whether their budgets would increase or decrease, only 16 percent claimed a decrease, while over 63
percent stated there would be an increase (of the total response in this
category size, both increase and decrease counted, 42 percent of the
respondents said they would increase their equipment budgets by more
than 26 percent.)

Facility size in 1000 sq. ft.

percent increase

percent

decrease

o

63 %

16 %

5 -10

64%

29`0

10-25

67%

17%

251-

57%

28%

0 -5

These are the percentage of respondents (facilities) either increasing
or decreasing their budgets by any dollar amount.
Is your facility making major
change or moving? yes 37 percent
of all level of facilities will do one
or the other. Broken down from

57°

yes answers, it reads, in facility
size by 1000 sq.ft.:

a2°,
29%

28'0

Significant write -ins were re-

ceived indicating interest in

camcorder formats and HDTV
developments.

Dollar Revenue
over $10 million
$5 -10 million

0 -5

Revenue dollars as percentage

25+

of total facilities

08%

27%

46%

Less than $1 million

BM /E

10 -25

02 %

$1 -5 million

70
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Once-in-a- lifetime eves
don't happen twice!
This 8 -lb EFP/ENG Monitor
confirms your field productions
are perfect, first time, every time!
The LVM -5863A Color
Audio,/Waveform Monitor
confidence tests camera
and VCR performance
anywhere. Shows you the
overall production quality
immediately...with full
color (NTSC) and sound.
LVM -5863A lets you be
sure all your productions
are technically and artistically correct
before you leave the location. The
LVM -5863A confirms white balance,
sync and burst levels. Its 2H and 2V
waveforms show both line and field rate
signals. A switchable IRE filter makes
it easy to check peak video. And for

accurate verification of setup and black
balance, switch on the 4x magnifier. With
all this, the LVM -5863A is easy to use
since controls are kept to a minimum.

It goes anywhere.
Lightweight and small,
the LVM -5863A is easy
to hand carry or to mount
in trucks, vans or
helicopters. Requiring
only 12 Vdc, it can use
a readily available, self contained battery (Sony
NP-1 or equivalent) or
external power sources such as vehicles
and EFP battery belts.

Quickly pays for itself.
The LVM -5863A eliminates the risk of
time -wasting, cost -increasing, missed or
poor -quality shots.
Circle 138 on Reader Service Card for demonstration

Circle 139 on Reader Service Card for information

Call toll -free

(800) 645 -5104
In NY State

(516) 231-6900
Request an evaluation sample, our
latest Test Instrument Catalog with over
100 outstanding products, the name and
address of your nearest "Select" Leader
Distributor, or additional information.

For professionals

who
LEADER
the Instruments Corporation
difference.

380 Oser Avenue, Hauppauge, New York 11788
Regional Offices:
Chicago, Dallas. Los Angeles, Boston, Atlanta
In Canada call Omnitronix Ltd. (514) 337 -9500
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The NAB is popular beyond broadcast facilities: 53.5 percent of respondents will attend NAB; SMPTE,
according to our survey is virtually equal with NAB convention with 53.5 percent claiming they will attend.
The following indicates the top three products in ranking order of equipment seriously under consideration
or with definite intent to purchase, broken out by facility size due to the significant differences in preference.
Size

Priority

1000 sq. ft.

microphones

0 -5

video test
char.gen.
dig. efx

6 -10

ENG cams
/z -inch

N/R
prod. sw.
video proc.
compact disc
N/R

11

-25

one -inch VTR

25-}

*Of special note here

V:

's

3

2

1

-inch

dig.art/paint
'/: & '% -inch
video test
N/R
dig.art/paint
video proc.

video test

camcorders
multisource ed.

video test
camcorders
slow motion

1 -inch
digital efx

the appearance of video test equipment in the top three equipment categories at all

four levels of teleproduction facility.

RADIO TABULATIONS
The radio sector of the broadcast industry has proved more difficult to analyze through our survey results than has the television
and teleproduction arenas. This,
we believe, is largely due to the
vast difference between an AM
operation and an FM operation,
both in terms of technical facility
and listenership. Therefore, it is
possible to receive widely disparate responses from different facilities in the same market. Also,
equipment budgets seem not to be
dependent so much on market size
or job function (eg.management,
engineering, or operations) as
they are on corporate policy, or
where in the purchasing schedule
the station lies.

AM radio

There are, however, exceptions
to that statement, and those exceptions start right off in our first
category of AM radio. Equipment
budgets at stations in the larger
72
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metropolitan areas of the country
showed an average budget of
$140,000, while suburban area
stations came in at a surprisingly
low $36,000, rural stations arrived at a similar $37,000. This
might lead one to postulate that
the big markets are relatively
healthy and the small, rural areas
are less so, but caution and internal cycles may be the cause of
their reluctance to put some
money forth. It is also necessary
to look at the history of particular
stations.

Increase/decrease

Evidence of this point comes in
our result regarding budget fluctuations. A healthy increase
seems to be the trend for equipment budgets, with 38 percent
claiming an increase, and the
largest amount of respondents
stating an increase above 26 percent of their previous year's budget. On the other side of the coin,
also an indicator of health, is that

decreases were to occur in only 13
percent of AM stations.

Technology

What, you may ask, is all this
money going for? Well, much of it
goes for the newest technology,
while the rest, naturally, is spent
on maintaining the standard op-

erating devices around the plant.
We have information on how
AMers look at both these equipment areas.
First, and perhaps foremost, for
AM stations discussing new technology must be the issue of AM
stereo, tired as some of you may be
of hearing about it. In fact, in our
survey, it comes across as a rather
touchy subject. It appears that,
though many are convinced this
area of technological change may
be good for them and for the industry, the particular method of
implementing such change is less
clear. Perhaps, too, many are still
nervous over the FCC's lack of initiative in this area. At any rate,

MOLECULAR FUSION BINDING AS THE OXIDE BOND THAT RESISTS INVASION.
PRODUCED WITH EPITAXIAL OXIDES FOR BRIGHTER CHROMA & ENHANCED
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE. PLAYED AND REPLAYED WITH NO SIGNAL LOSS.
AND COSTARRING THETOUGHEST SHELL IN THE BUSINESS.
FEATURING

ANOTHER MAJOR STUDIO RELEASE FROM

maxell

PROFESSIONAL /INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

AVAILABLE IN VHS AND BETA FORMATS.

Maxell Corporation of America, 60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, NJ 07074 201-641-8600.
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this question received the poorest
response of any other question in
our survey especially as to
whether or not the station responding was already stereo or
not. Only 17 percent claimed to be
stereo with another 10 percent
predicting a change to stereo in
1987.

Another area of new technology
of concern to AM stations proved
to be satellite transmission, with
29 percent saying their mix of sat-

ellite programming would

change, and 18 percent of that
group will require new equipment

DASH (digital audio stationary
head) recorders.
One of the biggest markets for
new technology, as well as for display of the old workhorses and for
learning and information exchange is the trade show. The
broadcast industry has many such
valuable shows. The accompany
ing table demonstrates how many
AM respondents will attend the
various conventions in 1987. Percentage may exceed 100 since
more than one show could be
attended.

to do so.
New technology questions usually yield vast differences be-

tween management and engineering and discrepancies between
market sizes. This was not the
case with the group of technologies involved this year. In addition, particular areas of new technology yielded some interesting
results. Even though we had poor
response in the area of AM stereo,
the technology of other AM improvement methods displayed the
widest margin of interest above
all other entrants that we've had.
Still there were other areas of interest and the results are as follows (results show percentage of
interest from all respondents in
the AM category; since more than
one area could be answered affirmatively, the figures may add up
to more than 100 percent):

improvement

88%

Cart alternatives

30

1. AM

2.

3. Telco
4. All

alternatives

digital radio

5. CDs

24
13

12

SCA technology was the only
one listed in last year's survey
that does not appear in the 1987
results listed above. A high concern for AM improvement replaced it this year. In addition to
the above mentioned categories of
technology, the most significant
write -in mentions were laser
turntables and developments in
74
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Snow

Will Attend

1.

State B'cast Show

41%

2.

NAB

38%

3.

Radio 87

11%

4.

SBE National

07%

5.

AES

04%

attendance

at

conventions.

Equipment survey
Aside from new technologies
looming on the horizon, there are
many products that make a facility hum along at top notch efficiency. These products often tend
to be overlooked by those on the
outside, while those working at
the stations know what keeps
them on the air. In our survey of
radio station management and
engineering we received many responses to the specific equipment
concerns in today's market.
A not so surprising result of our
tabulations yeilded a high status
for microphones, consoles, CDs,
turntables, and cart decks, all appearing in the top six of intent to
buy or very high interest for all
three of our radio station categories (AM, FM, AM/FM). Specific
equipment yielded the following
answers with products listed in
www.americanradiohistory.com

1.

Microphones

2.

Cart Decks

3.

5.

Consoles
CDs
Turntables

6.

Business Automation

7.

Reverb

8.

Noise Reduction

9.

Satellite Earth Stations

10.

STLs

4.

FM radio

None of the above mentioned
shows demonstrated any predominance of market or title. All market sizes and management, engineering, and operations came out
very close to equal in intent re-

garding

order according to highest interest ( #1). This ranking combines
all market sizes and job titles. In
the 1986 survey, the identical
products were mentioned in only a
slightly different order.

FM budgets, while slightly
above those reported last year, are
a step behind those reported for
AM in 1987. Metro markets are
resting $67,000 per station, with
suburban stations yielding an average of $38,500, and rural areas
showing at $35,000. Unlike all
the other radio catgories, FM

management predicted as much
as ten percent larger budgets than
did either engineering or operations. If for no other reason, this
statistic truly indicates a recovery
year, however modest.

Increase /decrease

No matter what the actual
numbers are, if increases in budgets are the norm, then a resurgence of an industry is surely indicated. Once again, 54 percent of
respondents claimed an increase,
with over 31 percent of those indicating an increase larger than 26
percent. Decreases came in at 19.7
percent of respondents looking to
spend less in 1987.
When stations are looking to increase their revenue, which ultimately increases their other budgets, programming changes are
often the first thing that come to
mind. Such a development, of
course, can lead to endless cycles
of second-guessing and may cost
the station in terms of loyal
listenership. An alternative is the
use of different kinds of technology as alternate sources of revenue. SCAB seem to have a firm but

TM

TM

TM

TM

TM

TM

IM

TM

a

Eastman Professional Video Cassette
FORMAT

TM

BHG

-

PBuPRO

nA

TM

r
L-500

=

TM

TM

PROC OICE.
1

TM

e

IM

Pro Format EASTMAN Professional Video Cassettes have been selected for use this season by the
National Football League.
The pros chose our 1/2-inch video cassette for the same reasons broadcasters have approved it for
network use in Betacam and Betacart equipment- high -quality performance, skilled engineering

support, and a name synonymous with dependability and value.
Learn more about Pro Format EASTMAN Professional Video Cassettes by
writing Dept. A3068, Eastman Kodak Company, 343 State Street, Rochester,
NY 14650. Or call toll free 800 44KODAK (1 800 445 -6325), Ext 862.

C4

1

Official video tape of the National Football League
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in the market. Therefore, pursuing areas of new technology in
1987 will be high on the list for
most broadcasters after a year of
almost complete dormancy. FM
will not be different in this regard
and the ranking of interest in new
technology follows. (The total figures may add up to more than 100
percent since more than one answer was permitted.):

ill- defined place in the FM radio

industry as technology continues
to be developed and used to a certain extent by stations; still this
unusually good revenue opportunity remains unexploited, at least
to its full potential.
Accordingly, only 20 percent of
FM respondents will add SCA as a
service in 1987. Another service
that may help, if not in direct revenue then in listener satisfaction,
is FMX. Despite reports of its demise, and the cessation of experimentation by some stations, 11
percent will investigate the service this coming year.

1.

Cart alternatives

2. CDs
3. Telco

Technology

5.

alternatives
radio

Extended SCAs

BROADCAST MANAGEMENTENGINEERING

ü

new technology? Well, after reading BM/E, you go to trade shows
since many new product introductions occur at these gala affairs.
Thus, conventions of highest interest to FM broadcasters,
in percentage of respondents say-

ing yes to attending that

convention:
(The SBE regional show did not
show up on the AM list, while the
AES convention did not show up
here, otherwise the lists are very

24

close.)

22

1.

NAB

13

2.

State Broadcast

It is interesting to note that cart
machine alternatives had very
similar, high numbers in both the
AM and FM categories as did
Telco alternatives. All- digital ra-

BME
W
.

35

4. All- digital

Beyond services, listenership,
and programming concerns lies
the area of new technology. This
has become increasingly important as the radio broadcast world
accelerates the competition for listener time. To improve their numbers, broadcasters often look to
new devices searching for an edge

61.04'

46%

dio was also important on both
lists, but high in FM.
Where do you find out about

42%

3. Radio 87

H

... on the products

W

advertised in this
issue, use BM E
handy Reader
Service Card.

another
Improvement.

WReader Service

BM E

.

.

.

Regional

16

5. SBE

National

14

The art of
shaping sound.
SONEX

high -performance
acoustical foam that upgrades
your studio inexpensively.
Ideal for a temporary
isolation booth, it
can also eliminate
slap echo and
harsh resonances
in the main room
or silence noisy
tape equipment in
the control booth.
Write for our color
brochure today.
is a

SONEX is manufactured by
Illbruck and distributed exclusively to the pro sound market by
Alpha Audio.

AlpDhaAudio
Richmond. Virginia 23220

(804) 358 -3852

Acoustic Products for the Audio Industry
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19

4. SBE

4,

W

24

Circle

141 on

Reader Service Card

Best Show on Wheels. The New Video 20
Pedestal System.
When you and your EFP camera are on
the go, get maximum portability plus studio
comfort with the Video 20 Pedestal System
from Sachtler. A pneumatically supported
center column with its pressurized balance
system provides multiple load capabilities for
smooth and precise on air movement. The
steerable dolly assures equally smooth and
precise tracking. Also, the Video 20 Pedestal
can be combined with the Sachtler Semi -Dolly
or used as a stable, stationary unit. For lightweight portability and professional results,
the Video 20 Pedestal System proves itself a
champion in action. Everywhere. Every time.
Of course all Video 20 Pedestal System combinations come with Sachtler's guaranteed
leakproof fluid heads for the ultimate in
smooth, precise shooting.
That's what we are known for. Worldwide. For detailed information, please contact

ma z,,

mit
III

i'I

'tIi

us.

Sachtler. The System.

Sachtler Corp.

North Main Street
Freeport, N.Y. 11520

55

Phone (516) 867 -4900

Victory Blvd.
Burbank, CA 91505

3316 W.

Phone (818) 845 -4446
Sachtler GmbH Dieselstr.16,
D -8046 Garching /München,
West Germany.
Circle 143 on Reader Service Card
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66 Our videotapes are sharper, crisper they're the best in the NFL because
of our Angenieux lenses."
Nate Fine

Director of Photography, Washington Redskins NFL

Your camera * can now be

dramatically better with the
new Angenieux 14x ENG /EFP lenses
The Washington Redskins use three Sony BVW 3 Betacams, each equipped with an Angenieux
14x8, to videotape every game. Nate Fine chose the new Angenieux 14x8 because of its very
wide angle, 8mm to 112mm zoom, with the industry's fastest f1.6 maximum aperture. The
8mm wide angle is a must for their style of shooting. Nate Fine has been using Angenieux
lenses for nearly 20 years with outstanding results.

What makes the Angenieux 14x8 so outstanding?
Weighs only 3.8 pounds, macro focusing to Omm, 58° horizontal angle of view, non -rotating
front focusing element and HEC coated. Built-in 2x range extender, available with tripod kits
and a new servo focus. As a hand held, it feels significantly lighter because the center of
gravity has been shifted closer to the camera. The zoom mechanism features exclusive rod
construction, stronger and better able to withstand shock. It's part of the new Angenieux
14x generation... 14x9, 14x8, 14x7.
Angenieux lenses available for Ikegami, Sony, NC, Ampex, Hitachi, Thomson, Philips, Panasonic and NEC cameras.

For an actual demonstration, see your local Angenieux dealer or write:

MN

angenieux

Corp. of America 7700 No. Kendall Dr.. Miami, FL 33156

Opticam SA, Case postale 91, 1211- Geneva -17. Switzerland

Tel: (305) 595 -1144

Tel: 22- 36 -22 -66

Circle 144 on Reader Service Card
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New York (516) 735 -2454

Telex: 27670 Optic CH

FAX: 22- 86 -12 -49
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Equipment survey

Performance impressive enough
to change a sound pro's old habits.

Before new products come the
basic tools of the trade, the items
that are always of interest to
those in every part of the industry
since they represent the guts of

the engine that drives the
machine.
1.

Microphones

2.

CDs

5.

Cart Decks
ATRs
Turntables

6.

Consoles

7.

Noise Reduction

8.

Reverb

9.

Loudspeakers

10.

Telco

3.
4.

AM /FM radio
Looking at budgets for the
combo shops turned up figures
more in keeping with the turnaround year expected for 1987.

Telex TE10 and TD13

Controlled frequency resoonse
TD 3 dynamic enhances vocals

sound reinforcement
mics are making believers out of sound
pros who have been
automatically specifying the same microphone for years. These
new low mass design condensers (TE10) and high
output dynamics (TD13) are
meeting the demands of
even the toughest pros while
at the same time providing
unexpected savings.
Surprise yourself. For
detailed information write
Telex Communications. Inc..

10
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.

2.

5.

5.

20.

Frequency in Hertz
Wide flat studio quality
rnquency response for TErd connanser
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Frequency in Hertz

9600 Aldrich Avenue So..
Minneapolis. MN 55420.

Metropolitan markets listed at
$113,735 per station. Meanwhile.
suburban dollars were $52,442
and the rural stations have

0

10

TELEX
TF

f

'.MUNiCATipNS. iNC
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$40,932.
Chief, we've got to get some frame syn-

chronizers that really work well on our
ENG and SNG links. But we need several

Increase /decrease

Rounding out the radio analysis
with the AM /FM category reinforces the prediction for a strong
year since all three of the radio
station types indicate healthy
budget increases and minimal
decreases.
Part of the increase, no doubt,
will go toward updating the hardware and increasing the station's
competitiveness in its market. As
a slightly different animal from

so they can't be too expensive.

Let's buy the new Harris 640.

I hear it's
ideal for remote feeds and less than $10K.
And don't forget-we've got to use them in
the studios, too. That's another reason to
get 640s.

the single- format shops, the

AM /FM requires different kinds
of equipment setup, facilities, and
planning for updates and services.
This is refelcted in the differences
in response between this and the
two previous categories. Of these

plants, 25 percent are already AM
stereo and of those who said they
were not, contrasted against the
AM only, 14 percent will convert
in 1987. On the FM side of the
station, 24 percent will be adding
SCAs to their services in the coming year.

PRECISION TOOLS
FOR THE VIDEO CRAFT

Contact Harris Corporation, Broadcast Division
0. Box 4290, Quincy, IL 62305 217/222 -8200

P.

warzuws
Circle 146 on Reader Service Card
BM /E
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FOCUS ON QUALITY.
It's simple. Just look into Thomson cameras.
We have a full line to choose from. With
configurations for Beta, studio and outside
broadcast. And several features that make
it a snap to get sharper pictures, like easier
automatic setup and lower prices.
So when you're ready to improve your

picture, focus on Thomson. For the regional
sales manager nearest you, call us at
(203) 965-7000 Or write to Thomson -CSF
Broadcast, Inc., 37Brownhouse Road,
Stamford, CT 06902 -6303.

iRIOIA
Circle 153 on Reader Service Card
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Technology

Of importance to all broadcasters in recent years when viewing
those areas of technology that will
affect their future has been satellite transmission and reception.
The satellite picture will change
in the next 12 months with a full
35 percent increasing the mix of
satellite receptions. Of that number, 72 percent will require new
satellite equipment to achieve
their programming and technical
goals.
New technology is of interest to
the combo shops as well, and their
biggest concern, by far, is improving the AM side of the facility.
Following are the percentages of

total repondents affirming interest in a given area of technology.
improvement

57 %/

Cart alternatives

37

1. AM

(\)

DPS-165

Performance and reliability throughout the
studio or headend with a single. space -saving
rack unit. The DPS -165's 525 -line buffered
memory allows synchronous or nonsynchronous switching of monochrome or
direct color video feeds.

-

-

Frame Synchronizer

Monochrome or Color input.
Synchronous or non -synchronous switching
Auto diagnostic memory
Frame hysteresis
Two true RS -170A outputs

An internally generated test signal with wrap-

2.

3. CDs
4. Telco

39

alternatives

31

around capability permits economical testing of
system performance. Two RS -170A video
outputs are standard. and remote control
capability is optionally available.

Scientific
Atlanta

120 Middlefield Road. Scarborough. Ontario
- ..
F 4 61 299 -6888 Telex 065 -25344

Digital Video Systems Division

1

Circle 148 on Reader Service Card

5. All- digital

radio

16

Differences between the
and others notwithstanding, the individual devices
in use at the stations are the
same. This is borne out most evidently in our survey of products in
which the stations have a very
high interest or intend seriously
to buy. Note that the top five products are almost in identical order
and that some of the others in the
top ten show up in both of the
other lists. One notable difference
is the first appearance in our survey of newsroom computers. Herewith, the top ten ranking of specific equipment types:
AM/FMs

1

We're on to
Chief,, those remote feeds

on last night's 6 o'clock
news sure looked shakey.

What can ue do?

it

nouç boss.

The already called Harris

for help They'll have
something in their full
line

of frame synchronwill

izers and TBCs that

fix

it.

CDs

2.

Cart Decks

3.

Consoles

a.

Microphones

5.

Test Equipment

6.

AM Transmission

7

Business Automation

8.

STLs

9

Studio ATRs

q'1 WG111

10

19NM1.

MARRIS tYBIyrRATrr]

PRECISION TOOLS
FOR THE VIDEO CRAFT

Contact Harris Corporation, Broadcast Division
O. Box 4290, Quincy. IL 62305 217/222 -8200

P.

Newsroom Computers

B\l

F:

Circle 149 on Reader Service Card
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FAST BREAKING EVENTS
DON'T BREAK MUCH FASTER

THAN THIS.

Conventional

SP-3A
CCD Camera

Tube Camera

So if you need to stop or slow down fast action,
there's really no other choice.
There's only the one -of-a -kind SP -3A from
NEC. A well -known camera with a hot new
feature an electronic shutter. A camera so
advanced, it lets you catch action you could
only capture before on film.
This camera stops the action at 1 /60th to
1 /2000th of a second, giving you precise, clear
cut images.
And you're in control, selecting the shutter
speed with one finger, because the shutter's
built right into the camera.
The secret? CCD chips made by NEC. Chips

-

that allow shuttering to take place through
drive pulses rather than optical interruption.
But it's the same hardworking, rugged SP -3A
it always was.
And it's as versatile as it ever was. It can be
used with Beta; M -I or 8mm format integral
VTRs, as well as 3/4" VTRs. Options are available
for multi -core or triax remote control.
The new SP -3A. Fast action with detail. Durability. And dependability.
If you want all three, it's the only shot you
I

can take.
CaC

Computers and Communications

(Photographs appearing above are actual unretouched photographs of video images.)
Beta' is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation.

See us at NAB Booth 43161.

NEC

IMAGINE WHAT WEIL DO FOR YOU
NEC AMERICA. INC.. Broadcast Equipment Divison, 1255 Michael Drive. Wood Dale, IL60191

Circle
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Toll Free -800- 323 -6656
1

In

Illinois 312 /860 -7600

FCC

Rules & Regulations

(such as remote pickups). While such services are
licensed by the Commission, they are in many instances also subject at the local level to frequency
coordination by voluntary coordinating committees
that promote licensee interaction and cooperation.
The Commission is happy with this system, as it
relieves the FCC of the burden of dealing with vexatious coordination problems. In fact, the FCC is so
happy with this system that it is proposing to eliminate the licensing of specific frequencies; instead, it
would issue to mobile (or portable) auxiliary service
users a blanket authority to operate on any frequency in the band they are permitted to use. The
Commission's proposal obviously places great emphasis on the availability, and the efficacy, of local
coordinating groups.

The Commission's past experience with such
groups indicates that such reliance is not unwise,
although presumably the FCC will be alert to any
dissenting comments that might be filed on that
point. The interesting aspect of this is that, even
in its most deregulatory rhetoric, the Commission
has always asserted that the Commission was intended to serve as a traffic cop of the airwaves,
determining who could use what frequencies on
what conditions. Thus, the FCC's increasing willingness to trust at least some frequency coordination-albeit low- power, auxiliary frequencies
could be seen as a step toward delegating that
traffic cop role to others at the local level.

-

Transmitter modifications

Finally, also on the deregulatory front is an
item of interest to chief operators everywhere.
The Commission has relaxed the requirements
relative to modifications that can be made to
transmitters without prior FCC approval. Under
the old rules, changes in transmitter circuitry
could be made only after an appropriate application was filed with the Commission and granted.
This created a variety of problems. For example,
some television stations wishing to broadcast in
stereo found it necessary to make minor electrical
changes to their aural transmitters to facilitate
the installation. Even though such changes were
among the most simple to perform, FCC approval
was required
process that added weeks or
more to what should have been an uncomplicated,
nearly instantaneous process.
To ease this burden, last July the Commission
proposed to eliminate the need to obtain prior authorization for electrical or mechanical transmitter modifications. That change was adopted in November and became effective in December.
Before modifying any transmitters, however,
you should realize that there are still some steps
that will have to be taken. First, upon completion
of the modification, standard equipment performance measurements will have to be made, to assure the absence of spurious or harmonic emissions. The results of those measurements will
have to be recorded, and the records retained for a
period of two years.
BM1I!E
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AT NEC,
WE REALLY KNOW
OUR V's AND U's
A worldwide leader ought to know how
to put state -of- the -art television transmitter technology to work. That's why NEC
transmitters are installed in over 1400

locations all over the globe. NEC's full line
of VHF and UHF transmitters feature
high performance exciters, a remarkable
30% reduction in exciter parts (meaning
a 50% improvement in MTBF- 30,000
hours). 100% solid state to 10 kW (UHF/
VHF); only one tube to 35 kW (VHF),
broad power output ranges and a design
that accepts stereo without modification. For transmitter technology that's sure
to stimulate your imagination, look to a

-

leader. NEC.

NEC

IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO FOR YOU

C&C

COMPUTERS AND COMMUNICATIONS

NEC AMERICA, INC., Broadcast Equipment Division
1255 Michael Drive, Wood Dale, IL 60191
Toll free 1-800-323-66561n Illinois 312- 860 -7600
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AT LAST!
THE AFFORDABLE

TOTAL AUTOMATION
SYSTEM.
You've heard that before, right? But the quotation you
received was out -of-sight. Outrageous. And everything you needed was an extra-cost option! No more!
with a true,
Enter Rational Broadcast Systems
time -proven, real -time, automation system you can
really afford. The Rational choice features an
ultra -reliable 32 -bit minicomputer, from fully -functional entry
level solutions to the most expansive systems. 24-hour operation. A data base that reorganizes
itself to maximize productivity.
And automatic backup so you
don't lose any data anytime.
Get instantaneous real -time
updates and ad hoc inquiry
providing complete control of
information at your fingertips.

-

Integrate billing. Tape inventory with bar code validation. Report writer. Use your existing PCs as on -line
terminals as well as for networking and file transfer.
Cost? You've heard others quote double Rational's
price for systems that can't touch our breadth and
versatility.

-

And Rational Broadcast Systems includes total installation,
documentation and training.
Look into the total automation
system you've always wanted,
from the company with over 25
years of systems experience.
Write or call Rational Broadcast
Systems, 2306 Church Road,
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08002.
Telephone: 609/667 -7300.
Or circle the number.

Rational Automation System installed at the Pennsylvania Public Television Network, Hershey, PA.

RAT ONAL
It's not only our name

-

it's our approach to your business!

Circle 147 on Reader Service Card

www.americanradiohistory.com

New Equipment
ity without loss of quality, the feed system allows
for simultaneous transmission and reception in
the 14 GHz transmit band and on the 11 and 12
GHz receive bands.
A pair of triplexers, an orthogonal mode juction,
and a feed horn are the only required RF elements
for the system. In addition, the triplexer utilizes
an offset cruciform E -plane junction that provides
optimal VSWR across its operational frequency
band.
The six -port feed is designed to replace existing
four -port feeds.
Circle 261 on Reader Service Card

3M's "Panther
Generator Bows

graphics generator, designed to combine
the features of both character generators and
paint systems, has been introduced by 3M Corp.
The D -6000 "Panther" generator features 35
n /second resolution, accepts b/w input from copy
cameras, allows colorizing of logos, provides basic
paint and free -hand drawing fuctions, and it can
be pugged into a terminal and function as a
standalone PC as well.
The DOS -compatible, single -channel generator
can utilize full software-controlled editing. Three
downloadable fonts can be loaded to the system
memory, and a built -in downstream keyer allows
the painted images to be keyed directly into studio
program in either RGB or NTSC modes.
Other features include proportional spacing,
multispeed roll and crawl, timed sequencing, animations, and several encoded graphics primitives.
A new

Circle 260 on Reader Service Card

Marconi Debuts Sat Feed

new six -port satellite feed, from British Marconi
Radar Systems, Ltd., has recently been introduced. Designed to improve antenna signal capacA
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Otari's Latest Cart

Reportedly a "new technology" cart recorder/
reproducer, Otari's CTM -10 unit features many
cutting -edge capabilities. The machine boasts record phase compensation, HX -Pro bias
modulation, and A and AA compatibility.
The HX -Pro circuitry, a Dolby-developed proprietary design, optimizes the amount of bias during
recording by monitoring the amount of high frequency signals; thus, minimizing distortion
products.
In addition, a built -in ac power supply and CISC
(complex instruction set computer) architecture
round out the units capabilites.
Circle 262 on Reader Service Card

For your TV, AM, FM, microwave, commercial or cellular tower requirements...

We Build Quality From The
Ground Up.

Turnkey tower manufacturing and erection.
Guyed from 20 to 1900 feet.
Self- supporting to 250 feet.
Monopoles to 150 feet for ground or tower.

Full tower maintenance, repair and painting
services, plus replacement of antennas
and transmission lines.
In full compliance with new EIA RS- 222 -D.

EXPRESS TOWER CO., INC.
Star Route East P.O. Box 37
Locust Grove, Oklahoma 74352
Circle 142 on Reader Service Card

www.americanradiohistory.com

Call Dyke Dean for a quote
on your tower needs!
918 -479 -6484 Telex No. 62295660
BM /E
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something that works - and works well - is
craftsmanship. To create a product which redefines
its purpose and yet retains an essential simplicity is
a work of art.
There are many intercoms on the market... and
then there is the McCurdy Digital Intercom.
To say it works well is a classic understatement.
To say it's ahead of its time is faint praise indeed.
The truth is, the McCurdy CS94OO
Digital Intercom simply puts
broadcast intercommunication on a
whole new level.
To make

E.L

EEL L¿

Consider these features: Totally balanced solid
state switching Single pair control wiring Redundant single station architecture for ultimate reliability
Alpha- numeric displays Assignment of keys
locally or at central location Disc based interface
for storage Unique caller identification and reply
system Ease of future expansion and reconfiguration Wide range of control panels and software
options Advanced microprocessor design for optimum performance and user flexibility to accommodate complex production reconfiguration with ease.
All in addition to McCurdy's wealth of experience
and expertise in creating a full range of competitively- priced and critically -acclaimed
broadcast quality electronic equipment.
When you're talking intercoms, if
you're not talking McCurdy, you're
making a simple choice much harder
than it really needs to be.
The McCurdy CS94O0 Digital Intercommunication System. What could be
simpler?

McCurdy Radio Industries
108 Carnforth Road, Toronto, Ontario. Canada M4A 2L4 Tel: (416)751.6262 Telex: 06- 963533 1051 Clinton Street, Buffalo, New York 14206 Tel: (212)772 -0719
In Europe: Seltech International. Rose Industrial Estate, Boume End. Bucks. SL8 5AT England Tel: (06285)29131 Telex: 848960

Made to Measure!

Ward -Beck extended range meters are tailor -made
specifically for the broadcast industry. These instruments measure
audio levels over a sensitivity range of 80 dB with one continuous
detented control.
The self -powered, 31/2" rack mounting units include LED
status readouts and offer the choice of VU only (M405F), or dual
VU /PPM (M405D) scales. The unique portable M405, with
rechargeable ni -cad batteries, gives additional convenience and
flexibility for measuring systems levels on a totally floating basis in
those hard -to- get -at places.
X The M405 Series ... traditional Ward -Beck quality,
carefully made -to- measure!

First by Design.

Ward -Beck Systems Ltd.
Progress Avenue, Scarborough,
Ontario, Canada M1H 2X4.
Tel: (416)438 -6550.
Tlx: 065 -25399.
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